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Rumor Has It That General Princess Bridge Becomes
Overburdened With
n
Manager Wells Will
People Greeting
to Go to EastSailors.
ern Road.
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Will

Gibson Will be

Sup-

Mad-Gener-

erintendent and J. II. Walker of
California Will Relieve Gibson
on Albuquerque-YVlnslo-

It la reporton good authority that there
ts oon to be a shake-u- p .In the general office of the coast division of the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railBakersfleld, Aug. 81.

ed here

New Zealanders According Yankees Warm Reception-Ad- ml
ral Sperry Hands Boquerto

way, with headquarters at Los Angeles. According to the report General Manager A. G. Wells is to resign
to accept the vice presidency of an
eastern road. Wells Is to be succeeded
by I. L. HIbbard, who Is now the gen.
eral superintendent. E. J. Gibson,
superintendent of the Albuquerque division, with hearquarters at Wlnslow,
A. T., is selected for the office of general superintendent.
John Kanucan, superintendent of
terminals, with headquarters at San
Francisco, will have his Jurisdiction
extended to Fresno. It. H. Tuttle,
whose present Jurisdiction is from
liakersfleld to Seligman, will have the
territory from Fresno to Needles. J.
of the
H. Walker, superintendent
valley division, will be superintendent
of the Albuquerque division covering
the territory from Needles to Albuquerque.
Superintendent Hitchcock
Will not be transferred from the Log
Angeles division and will remain at
NEW YORK UNIONS
Ban Bernardino.
j i'NI'ISE BRVAX
'Xew York, Au,
a long
debate last night the Central Federated union, the central organization
of labor unions of the city affiliated
MYSfERiOUSLY SHOT with the American Federation of Labor, endorsed a resolution previously
adopted by the Elevator Constructors'
Millwrights union, pledging their
lnner Albuquerque Man In Hospital and
support to William J. Bryan and the
At Trinidad and Will Lose Leg.
Democratic party in the coming election.
Trinidad, Aug". 31. Jack Straus-tie- r,
a detective employed by the San
ta Fe road, was taken this morning OPENING UP COAL
to San Raphael hospital suffering
from a wound which makes necessary
MIMES NEAR H0LBR00K
the amputation of his left leg. He
was wounded at the home of Mrs. W.
H. Jones, a widow.
Men buid to He
Conflicting Ftorles were told as to Albuquerque llailruud
Stockholders in Company Buy
the manner in which Strausner was
Auto fur Company
wounded, the last one being that he
OTticvrg.
and Mrs. Jones were scuflling when
tiis revolver dropped from his pocket
The promoters of the Holbrook Imand was discharged.
provement company
Holbrook,
of
Ariz., who are engaged in tapping the
Jack Strausner lived in Albuquer- rich coaj fieldj near that city, have
que until a few months ago anj was purchased a large auto to curry the
a member of the Albuquerque police employes and supplies back and forth.
force. His wife and child live at 216 The big car has been shipped to HolSouth Second street. Mrs. Strausner brook.
end Mrs. Ppears conduct a rooming
According to local railroad men,
house. Mrs. Strausner was seen this more than fifty employes of the Santa
Afternoon and said that she had not Fe have Invested heavily in the Holheard of the accident. She said that brook concern.
ehe had a letter from Mr. Strausner a
it Is said that the coal veins are
few days ago and he was well then.
larger than the Gallup coal mines,
and it is possible that the Holbrook
mines may be In operation when GalHUSBAND OF CASSIE
lup has ceased to be a coal camp.
The American Fuel company is also
interested in the Holbrook fields.

A Popular Comp aiat
9:40-9:6-

9:65-10:1-

J.

Cleve land, Ohio., Aug. 31.

Dr.
roy
husband of Cassle
DAY AT CQaGRESS
Chad . i k who died in the Ohio penl- tent la y to which she w is sei.tencel
for col, i.ssm! frauds, has filed a petition
October 7 has been bet asld rji
In bank inpny. llis personal detjts he Traveling
Man's day at the National
places
i

ul $l.i5u,

while debts
endorsing notse and
Checks f ir his wife, he placed
at
about i lij'.' nou. Among the notes en-i- s
dorsi-one on J. W. Friend for
Jou'i (Mil
Another is one to Judge
J. W. Albaugh Canton, Ohio, fur
90, SOU
tint he
Ir. i 'had wick
has but $175 to pay these debts with.

irrigation congreaa and several hui-dre- d
knights of the grip are expected
to congregate here on that occasion.
A committee consisting of R. H. Les-U- r,
George Arnot, M. L. Stern, Jack
Scales and O. A. Bell, has been ap-- li
limed to see that the salesmen are
received In proper style, and they are
authority for the statement that from
sun up on October 1 until probably
sunr.se, the next day there will be
FIRE
LOSS
$2,000,000
something doing every minute.
The committee would not state
what plans It had under consideraAT NEW ORLEANS
tion, but a member said that there
were plenty of funds available and
the
which will be proNew Orleans, Aug. 31. A fire of videdentertainment
will be a surpr se in Its line.
unknown origin literally gutted the No traveling man can afford
to mUs
i;il district of the city yestercoinini-rit.
day, causing a loss of 13,000,000.
"If business Interferes with attendA large number of wholesale houses ing the congress
on that day, quit
were destroyed and business today is your
business." said R. H. Lester topractically at a stand still.
day. "Every business firm employing salesmen In the city of AlbuquerHITl I1KK K IX C HICAGO
que, and, In fact, all that are doing
WITH 1LWWOOD business In the southwest, have been
Chicago, Aug. 31. Frank S. Hitch- requested to permit their salesmen t
cock, chairman of the Republican na- attend the congress on that day and
tional committee, arrived here today if necessary to close up for the occafor a conference with Secretary liar-woo- d sion. We have not met with a single j
and western members of the refusal from any business house and
executive committee. He expects to expect that the salesmen will turn j
remain
here until Wednesday r out In goodly numbers.
October 7 I
Thursday, attending to routine mat- - will be a day to be remembered t
'
ter
Albuquerque."
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10:10-10:2-

BIG CONVENTION

AT

Christian Benevolences,
Christian

5.

E. M. Halle.
10:25-10:4-

Christian

5.

Board of Missions,

ROSWELL

itAfter

MAN'S

Church Extension, W. F.

5.

Richardson.
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'From Free Silver In 16 to Cold Talks on Taxes But Says Nothing
Bricks In 1903 Is the Only
About Contributions-Prepari- ng
Change the Donkey Has
to Leave East on Long; SouthMade"-Lab- or
Leader
ern Trip- - Received With
Severely Criticized.
' Great Enthusiasm

Cltlcs-Fl- eet

Melbourne, Aug. SI A catastrophe
was narrowly averted today during
the formal reception of the American
sailors, when the bridge over the
Yara river gave way under a large
crowd of sightseers. The barriers
gave away slowly, however, giving the
larger part of the crowd time to
reach the approaches. The bridge Is
the main approach to the city. When
it went down the enormous assem
blage gathered for the festivities was
thrown Into violent confusion. Several
people were seriously hurt, but none
fatally, it is believed. After restoring
order the regular program was continued.
Prime Minister Alfred Deakin made
the speech of welcome, and spoke to
the sailors with a great show of
warmth. In reply Admiral Sperry
said the reception given the fleet In
New Zealand has been most friendly,
The greetings at Sydney had seemed
unsurpassable and the people of Mel
bourne were doing equally as well.
The fleet is in good condition and
the departure from here will be made
on schedule time.
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WILLIAM JENNINGS WILL

GREAT

Moving on Schedule.

Division.
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SAMUEL GOMPERS

INJURING MANY

Entertaining

'cliff

Socialist Candidate Makes Peerless Leader Tells Peoplo
Scathing Criticism or
of Si. Paul How tho
v
Democratic
Farmers Are Being
Party.
Wronged

STRUCTURE GIVE WAY

SUCCEED WELLS

Partly

lot: day.

NUMB Ell 209

DEBS ON HIS WAY
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10:45-11:1-

FOR THREE
DAYS' SESSION

Roswell, N. M., Aug, 31. (Special)
Nearly every congregation of New
Mexico and western Texas Is represented at the annual convention of
the Christian church for West Texas
which convened
and New Mexico,
yesterday. The opening really occurred today yesterday the visitors being welcomed at the various churches
and other preliminary work. Today's
program was opened with praise services In the Christian church, where
the convention Is being held. Rev. II.
B. Robinson, conducted a Bible service, after which C. C. Hill delivered
an address of welcome to the visitors.
The annual address of the president,
J. M. Kindred, followed.
Committee reports and new work
were discussed. Reports from new
fields were read from missionaries.
According to the report of the church
committee the increase of Christian
churches In western Texas and the
territory of New Mexico Is nearly 60
per cent greater than any past year.
This afternoon the reports of the
executive board, treasurer, corresponding secretary and discussion upon different Christian subjects occurred.
Tonight's program includes a praise
service; an address upon "Teachers
Training." by Dr. John Tinder, and
talk on the "Disciples of Christ, and
Their Message to the Twentieth Cen
tury" by W. F. Richardson. The con
vention closes Wednesday.
The program for Tuesday and Wednesday follows:
Tuesday Morning ScshIoii.
Praise service,
9:10-9:4Bible Study, H. B. Robinson.
9:40-9:5How to Develop the Missionary Spirit of the Church, 8. T
Shore.
The work of the Evangelist. J. C. Mason.
10:25-10:6The Why and How of
Organization,
Missionary
W.
J.
5.

'

-

0.

IS.

Discussion.
Convention Sermon, by
George Fowler.
Afternoon.
Recreation, arranged by the church
'
of Roswell.
Evening Session.
7:30-8- .
Praise service.
8:00-8:1The Sunday School as
an
Evangelistic Agency,
W. H.
Schwartz.
8:15. Address, W. J. Wright
ednvMilay Morning besJon.
Praise Service.
9:10-9:4Bible Study. H. B. Rob.
lnson.
10:65-11:2-

5.

10:25-1-

1.

5.

0.

New York, Aug. 81. Mr. Bryan
will write each week until the election a letter to be sent to every precinct Democratic club In the country,

giving advice and suggestions. This
novel feature of the presidential
struggle was made known today by
John D. Tomlison, head of the bureau
of club organization. The plan of organising Democratic clubs in voting
precincts was devised by Bryan.
Bryan ltcacliee St. Paul.
St. Paul, Aug. 81. William J. Bryan arrived here this morning and
met at the station by Gov. Johneost
and other prominent Democrats, who
escorted him to the Minnesota clan,
where breakfast was served. DurtaeT
the forenoon Bryan waa In
with Gov. Johnson and others on tbe
political situation. At noon l'r. Bryant
was the guest of National Committee-ma- n
Lynch at luncheon.
The feature of the day was the address by Bryan at the state fair
grounds, his theme being "Governmental Extravagance."
A vast crowd heard the speech,
cheering continuously. The extrava- - '
gance of the 61st Congress, commonly
called the billion dollar Congress,
a;
.

iraa-gai-

OLYMPIC HEROES
GREETED BY PRESIDENT

ant-abl-

1

sanl-torlu-

AT SANTA FE

ALABAMA

ING
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Toledo, Aug. 31.

The

SHOPS
The Santa Fe shops, which closed
down Saturday noon, will reopen tomorrow morning and run for at least
two straight weeks before another biweekly close-dow- n
occurs. The officials declare that the slack of business will not permit the shops to be
open constancy with a full force.
The vacation habit still prevails at
the shops, and while many machinists
and clerks have returned from Jaunts
to the coast and east, others are Just
planning trips.
Reports rrom other parts of the
system tell of similar conditions existing at different shops; half force
and shorter hours.

TOLEDO

COAL

STRIKE IS CALLED OFF national encampment

forty-secon-

d

of the Oraud

CliU-- f

Army of the Republic began here today. The day's program called for
Birmingham, Ala., Aug. 31. An of- nothing save renewal of old acquaintficial order calling off the strike of ances. Tonight a formal reception to
coal miners In the Birmingham dis- the visitors will take place and Mayor
trict, was Issued by all companies to- Brand Whitlock will deliver the adday.
It was signed by President dress of welcome. Candidate TaJt
and Senator Foraker will be here
Lewis of the United Mine Worker.
The order says the strike must enl, Wednesday when the annual parade
regardless of the rights of the miners is to be held.
In the premises, owing to the governor's determination not to permit the JAPAN KKNDS NEW
MIXISIKH TO LOXDOX
miners to live In tented camps or hold
Toklo. Auk. 31. It
rfrinlrlv
public meetings.
decided today that K. Kate, minister
foreign
of
affairs under the former
T.VFT HAS COXE FISIUXG.
cabinet will ha tha next Janan.u
Mlddlebass, O., Aug. 31. Judge minister to London, the post vacated
Taft and a party of friends went fishby the return of Count Komurm
ing today. Fish are biting good an! assume the office of minister of for-tj
It may be possible that the Judge will eign affairs under the Katsura cab
remain here until September I.
inet

Executive SI look Hand or Eacb
Athlete and All Took Tea.

Oyster Bay. Aug. 31.

Ideal weath-

er favored the Olympic heroes today

when they paraded up Sagamore Hill
and received an ofrtclal welcome Jr,,
vhe president oi me united states,
ppeident Roosevelt had a hearty
handk'nake end a word oI congratulation lot' eacn of the victorious athletes, ceremonies occupied only a
short time, and tnen refreshment
were served th Party.
; ,

m

thor-onugh- ly

uttnte,vtHe,

cratlc victory of 1800. The last Congress, he continued, made a low record In extravagance.
"The Republican Is more extravagant thun tho
Democrat in the expenditure of the
,
public funds."
Bryan explained, because Republican leaders are more intimately associated with "tax euters" than with
taxpayers and because they have)
been taught the doctrine that high
tariff even when not noted for revenue Is of advantage to the whole
country. The farmers have a special
cause for complaint because of high
ma
expenditures, Bryan maintained,
they pay more than their share of
taxes and receive less than their Bharej
of benefits.

ay

5.

Wright

HELO AT FOLSOM

Women's
Louise Kel-le- y
,

0.

9:55-10:2-

WERE

Business.
Afternoon Session.
Christian Women's Board Many ol the Bodies Found
Mrs.
of Missions Praise Service,
Were Stripped of Clothing
Phil Helmlg; Business; Workers' Conference, conducted by Mrs. Glenn;
By Torrent.
fraud.
Our Work, Mrs. Craven; The Auxiliary, Mrs. Harry Fouts, Mrs. Ella
"From free sliver in 1896 the DemGeo.
ocratic party has turned to gold
Our Special Work, Mrs.
bricks in 1908, and that Is the only
Fowler.
RAILKOAD PROPERTY
change it has undergone.
SUFFERED SEVERELY
"For a quarter of a century Qom- pers shrieked 'no politics' as the slo
E THAT
gan of union labor. The logic of
31.
Aug.
(Special)
Trinidad,
events and the Socialist movement
Bearing up bravely under their late have at last drawn him from his re
misfortunes, the people of Folsom actionury position, and now his ban
COHEN IS
have begun to gather together what ner Is no longer Inscribed, 'no poli
the storm left them. Only four bus!
tics,' but instead, 'into the Demnesa buildings were left intact, and ocrats party.' No wonder Belmont
very
"SLAVE"
few of the residences of the low. and Carnegie regard him as the safe
.
er pari of town that were not carried leader of the working class.
by the water will ever be ten'
"Uompera does not dare to stand
again. The total damage Is on any public platform in my presat 360,000 In the town and ence and defend his Democratic gold
Husband Living In El Paso estimated
fully as much more in the valley be brick Injunction plank, nor show n
low, where small ranchers and farm
what respect the Democratic party is
Mas Local Friend Bring
era suffered severely from loss of less a capitalist party or more a labor
crops and livestock. There is hardly party than the Republican party.''
Action
a ving chicken in Folsom.
The total loss of human life was
Two warrants were swom out this sixteen.
ELECTRICAL WORKERS
The town hall of Folsom was
afternoon by W. W. McClellan, Jusmorgue and at InterInto
a
turned
tice of the peace, against Mrs. Ida vals during the day, part es bearing
AFTER SANHGRIUM HERE
Cooper and Ike Cooper, alias Smith the bodies of victims of the flo )d
Cooper, charging both with vagrancy. reached the village with the tnu'J- Nearly every body
A movement has been started by
II. Frank, a local clothing man, Is the Jated remains.
been stripped by the branches of the members of Local Union No. 306,
complaining witness and la said to be hud
trees and Jagged rocks. The bodies of International Brotherhood of Electriacting for a friend In El Paso, named women victim were further disfig- cal Workers for the location
and con.
H. Cohen, a tailor. Frank alleges that ured by being literally scalped, their structlon In Albuquerque of a
catching
In
hair
trees.
the
for members of that order
the Coopers persuaded Mrs. Cohen
Ten funerals were held In the who may become affected with tuberto leave her home and travel about stricken
village
yesterday and culosis.
the country with them. The action Is at the lastlittle
rites over the remains of
The local union at the recent
taken. It is said to compel the Coopthe two Wheeler families there was meeting took steps toward forming
ers to let Mrs. Cohen alone so that not
a member left to mourn.
a company for that purpose, but deshe will be enabled to return to her
The flrat train over the flood dis- ferred taking definite action on the
husband. M. C. Ortiz appears as at- trict reached
here from Folsom Sev- matter until the national lodge meets
torney for Frank. A similar action ern!
hours late Saturday morning, the In annual convention in St. Louis Sep.
will be brought In the district court
having been temporarily re- tember 15.
charging the Coopers with "white tracks
paired. Driftwood and sand was
There are over 100,000
of
slavery." a common name for persons found
piled across the tracks In many the Electrical Brotherhoodmembers
In the
who procure women for immoral purplaces
and in others the rails and ties United States.
poses.
had been completely carried away.
It will require many weeks to
repair all of the damage to OLD SOLOIERS MEETUP railroad property.
BUSINESS PICKING
11:15-12:0-

PROGRAM

Education,

FUNERALS

Home Missions, W. J.

5.

Wright

Representatives .From Every
Congregation in Western
Texas and New Mexico.

Mr

TEN

Chicago, Aug. 31. A special train
carrying Eugene V. Debs, Socialist
candidate for president, and other
leaders of that party, left here today
over the Chlcugo & Alton railroad u
up the
an educational
campaign
Pacific coast. iUopa will be made at
all the important cities and towns en
route.
In answer to the appeal ol Samuel
Gompers to the members of the
American Federation of Labor to support the Democratic party, Mr. Deu
mad the following statement:
"During my official connection with
organised labor I had Injunction issued against me by the courts from
the Atlantic to the Pacific more
than haa ever been issued against any
labor union oflkcial before or since
aud I may, therefore, 1 hopo, without
presumption, oialm attention when
that subject la under discussion.
"The injunction la one of the most
effective weapons the capitalist class
haa In keeping the working class in
subjection, and It has no more intention of aurrenderlng the rapid-tir- e
lu
strument, or suffering it to be turned
into flint-lock- s,
than it has of aurrenderlng tho profit It gouges out of it
enslaved and enjoined victim.
"The labor Injunction is one of the
tentacles of capitalism, and will never
be destroyed until capitalism U itself
destroyed; and the Democratic plank
purporting to defend organized labjr
against it is a rank counterfeit, an
unadulterated sham, an unmitigated

MAN

WhTST

"KING'S"

"

;.

EVIDENCE KILLED

Calcutta, Aug. 31. Gossans, a native arrested with thirty others for
complicity in the recent bomb outrages, and who turned "king's" evidence, was today killed by two fellow
prisoners In a cell of the Aiipur JaiL
Evidence given by Gossans revealed
a widespread conspiracy, which Included plans to aaaasslnale the viceroy, Lord Minto, and other high officials. The revolvers with which the
prisoner was killed were smuggled
Into the prison.
VU

TING FANG

LY

BE RECAIJ.ED
Pekin. Aug. 31. The Chinese government is considering the rocall of
Wu Ting Fang, minister at Washington, on account of recent disclosures
on hi part which are believed here
to have been Indiscreet The government has been embarrassed by Mr.
Wtt's platform and other utterance
and by his attitude as a public char,
meter In America.
ATLANTIC CITY

W AS

DRY YEVTlullDAY
Atlantic City, Aug. 31. Atlantic
City was dry today as a result of an
agreement reached between Mayor
Stoy and the Royal Arch society. The
society and the mayor held a conference on Saturday and some plan of
proceedure was mapped out However, It Is believed that Atlantic City,
will not see many dry days.

Ar"RTTOTrFT?QrF
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ARIZONA

!

(Incorporated)

W, R. Mattnnn, who lr interested In
in the l'ima county d strict, Is
here from his home In Albuquerque,
Ho says that city Is already actively
engaged In making preparations for
the convening of the National Irrigation cor gi ess. Tucson Star,

w

Wholesale

dcini-go-

In New Meiloo and tlie best

Chairman Dillon ha announced the
without rain for over 14 names of the Democratic committee
or
over
season
rainy
Is the
members for Arizona, which are as
l'luvlua only resting up for follows, by counties; Apache, Isaic
THX 4iJtt'QlKKQrE CITIZEN ISS
onslaught?
of the Soulhwexu
'lie leading KcpuMicnii dally and wit-klllarth of St. Johns; Cochise, B. A.
.
Tlie advocate of KcpiihlicBU principles and the "Square Deal."
Packard of Douglas; Coconino, T. A.
and
day
a
market
to
Is
have
Yuma
R odan of Flagstaff; Graham, George
horse show on Sept. 2. Dr. Frank Olney of Safford; Gila, J. F. Hecht-ma- n
THE AIJircjlERQl E CITIZEN HAS:
arrived
who
City,
York
Fazac of New
Ttte fliuwt equlpiM-- job dcpartnicnt In Nnv Mexico.
of Globe; Maricopa, Paul Kruger
promoter.
in Yuma last Sunday. Is the
Tlie latent reports by Associated IVpss and Auxiliary Xewt Service.
of Tempe; Mohave, J. R. Whltesldes
Navajo, W. II. Burbajo
A Mexican stung In the leg by a of Chloride;
"WE GET THE NEWS FIttST."
Window; l'ima, A. W. Forbes of
rattlsnake near Preacoit the other day of
J. E. O'Connor of
came near dying from the effects of Tucson; Pual,
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO''
FJorente; Sanr-- Cruz; Frank J. DufGlobe
antidote.
an
as
whisky
taken
We favor the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and
fy of Nogales; Yavapai. J. J. Hawkins
Silver Belt.
rtaona as separate states In the Union. Republican National Platform.
of Prescott; Yuma, v. I". Tlmmons of
Once more the gentle rain, gltated Yuma.
ad--

w

UlsUe
hours!
la Jupe
another

niiapT

Grocers
Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

v

"1

Concerning

Harracic
dele-fat-

possesses.

But despite the fact that he has covered quite a portion of New Mexico
and has talked everything from race Issues to his own role of "The Noble
Spaniard' the Andrews sentiment has continued to grow until It the election
were held tomorrow, Larrazolo would be defeated by an overwhelming majority.
It Is very plain that the Democrats have utterly failed In their attempts
to blind the people of the real Issue.
The
There Is but one Issue now and every voter knows It full well.
The people of
only thing at stake In this election Is Andrews and statehood.
New Mexico are too well aware that to elect Larrazolo would be to go back
fifty years and to destroy every vestige of Congressional Influence which the
Republican party has built up for this territory..
If W. H. Andrews Is returned to Congress It is a certainty that we will
If Larrazolo Is sent to Congress It
receive statehood within eight months.
is About as great a certainty that we will not secure statehood until another
two years rolls around and another Republican Is sent to Congress.
The people of New Mexico are growing to realize more fully than ever
that It Is not so much a question of party In this campaign as It Is to secure
The thinking men among the Democrats realise that the strongstatehood.
est claim they can have upon the people at this time is to fall Into line for
They are well aware that the election of Larrazolo
Andrews and statehood.
at this time means the defeat of statehood and the demoralization ef the
Democratic party for years to come, in New Mexico.
Hence the territory Is gradually swinging Into line for the man who does
things, and Larrasolo's long drawn out campaign bids fair to net him nothing for his troubles but defeat.
Two or three small Democratic papers are making a fight along personal
lines against the Republican candidate, but It la proving a. boomerang and Is
doing more good for Mr. Andrews than anything those papers could say.
The fact simply remains that W. H. Andrews has one of the best records
as a delegate to Congress in the history of this territory and any attempt to
belittle It shows malice and fraud on the face.
The people will never vote for Larrazolo In sufficient number to elect
him at a time when the election of W. H. Andrews will give them the boon
of statehood, for which they, have been working for nearly fifty years.
As stated by this paper months ago,, there Is only one Issue Andrews
Larrazolo does not figure strongly In the balance.
and statehood.

&ten Convicts Rc6ef
The following little story which came to The Citizen's attention through

the columns of the Topeka State Journal, will appeal in a subtle manner to
many a newly married man.
When even convicts In a state prison rebel at
wifey's cooking, then Indeed there must be something In the
Joke. Says the State Journal:
It la extremely gratifying to note that while so many cases of neglect or
abuse of criminals in confinement are reported, the prisoners In a certain
Pennsylvania Jail have been complaining to the general agent of the state
According
board of charities and corrections because they are too well fed.
to the some w hit preposterous story a committee of the prisoners met the
agent and told him they couldn't stand the prevailing diet any longer. It was
too rich, too enervating, too injurious to uny save an armor plated digestion.
They repeated to the agent a long list of delicacies from which they were
supplied, a list that Included pretty nearly everything in the way of delicaThe prisoners
cies and strange dishes that a first class hotel could supply.
added that If they were not afforded immediate relief they would starve
themselves and thus bring lasting disgrace upon the Btate and Its penal Insti-

tutions.
When the agent investigated the case he discovered that the sheriff's
young wife was a graduate of a cooking school and was simply practicing on
The sheriff himself was a plain eater, and so were
the helpless prisoners.
They could revolt against the luxuries, but there
his deputies and jailers.
They had
was no escape for the unfortunate lawbreakers under their care.
to eat what was set before them In such appetizing profusion, or go without.
Then the agent had a serious talk with the epicurean lady and a little later
went back and told the prisoners that they would at once have the old diet of
pork and beans and prunes on the side restored to them.
Angel child," Is now the Inmate of a sanbody racked and her life ruined.
The
great white way down which she walked as a young woman has accomplished its work. Ie sent Stanford White to his death, Harry Thaw to a maniac's
There are too many great white ways, not
cell and the girl to a hospital.
The light may
only in New York City, but in every part of the country.
There Is only one straight
look enticing but the result is always the same.
and narrow path in this life and to step from It Is to prepare your own private little hell here on earth and live in it. The Angel child was the last of

"the
itarium, her nerves shattered, her
Mrs. Evelyn Nesblt Thaw

the trio to arrive.

The Washburn colletse girls In Kansas are planning to havP a club house
The only thing remaining to be settled is how to divide up the
of their own.
tar!or equitably and still g've them all an equal chance at the cozy corner
built for two.
Artist Karle has now bern sued by his soul mate for divorce. It conies
as no surprise, for a woman who thinks she can tip happy by breaking up the
home of another is among the worst class of fools modern c vllizJtion has
.produced.
Horn in the Republic of Mexico. reare, in Texas and now located In New
Mexico. larrazolo still remains the only original, pure and unadulterated
"Noble Spaniard" of the Castilian bl"od.

The only thin needed to make th:it rninp:iiii
Democratic committee Is pultiiiK out, c impletc is
ment which will never tiet tireil.
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is dirty and full of riles
calling it a chop house.

restaurant

resort

by

plmmuM a ill,
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handshaking

hich the
arrange-

become quite

It will nt once

In some houses no one thinks of anything else except to walk on tiptoes
end give the baby a chance to )eep.

square piano Is considered oil fashioned and out of date.
man in some communities.
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So Is a

Albuquerque but It fulled to create much
The iliiectoire mwii li.i
Is Albuquerque r ally so blase?
of an Impression.
No

jievcr

matter

n-- t

how beautiful a man n ay Imagine the next world to be, you
is in u hurry to pet there.

one who

Remember that thete

Is

only one 'ssue In this campaign.

last and all the time.
A good hustling business beats a scheme any time
scheme appears to work for a while.

statehood"

"Andrews and

puy It back to you

with
Carl calmly.
1 want the girl,"

blustered Lausteln.
"Hut the girl wants not you. She
wants me and I her," replied Carl.
Greta was clinging to his arm
most winningly.
"Tomorrow I must send him a
check," said Carl as they walked
happily up to get the marriage license.
"For me?" Greta dimpled.
"yes," said Carl. "And never
again will I get so much for so little
money."

e

to Congress, hus been on the stump prosecuting his campaign with all

the strength he

will

interest." suld
Kd
"1 do not take It.

DAILY.SHORT STORIES

For nearly three months Larrazolo, the Democratic candidate for

A GOOD IlARGAIN.

Ity A. 11.
Carl Bauer watched the papers
dally to see when the Kaiser Wilhelm
would arrive. The sight of eve nthe
name of the ship in type caused his
heart to beat harder, and a Btrange
feeling, between pleasure and pain
to come Into It. For on the Kaiser GOVERNOR
-Wilhelm was Greta Wendolln, pretty,
flaxen-haire- d
ravishing,
Greta, whom he had known In the '
GIVEN WARM WELCOME
village in Germany, whom he had
big
of
his
fullness
the
In
all
loved
heart and to whom he had not dared
Governor George Curry and other
tell his love because of timidity.
now she was coming over distinguished men of New Mexico
And
to marry Fritz Lausteln. A wave of are now in San Juan county, and.
Impotent fury swept over him as he will meet with a royul welcome from
thought of It. Fritz owned a delica- the good people of the banner county
tessen store. He was many years old- of the sunshine territory, says the
er than Greta. But when he had writ- Index. On Wednesday evening the
ten a few months before offering to governor spoke to an audience that
pay Greta's passage If she would taxed the court house to its limit. Col.
marry him the proposition was re- W. H. Williams was chairman of the
ceived with joy by the parents of meeting.
Governor Curry said he was glad to
Greta who considered this a fine
match for one of their many daugh- visit San Juan county and meet Its
progressive
people, and that he
ters.
The vessel was to arrive on Sun- was here to louk over the allotment
day.
Carl arose that morning with of lands to the Indians so that he
a heavy heart. He dressed himself might be personally informed as to
carefully, for he was determined to the facts In the complaints made.
The governor urged San Juan coun
go to the dock. He could stand out of
sight and see Greta as she came down ty to send an exhibit to the Internathe gangway. This ar least could not tional Irrigation congress at Albuquerque.
be denied him.
The governor was followed by Hon.
When he arrived there the sight
In all
the T. D. Burns, Alex. Read, Jay Turiey,
of the portly Lausteln
Engineer Sullivan and
glory of his Sunday apparel caused Territorial
The governor was accomhim to almost lose control of him- others.
by
fellow
panied
this
Hon. T. D. Burns, Alex
To think that
self.
was to marry Greta, Greta, of whom Read, V. L. Sullivan, J. B. Rusk.
he had never ceased to think, whom Their mission here Is to keep them
he worshipped at a sacredly secret until probably Saturday, when they
shrine in his heart, Greta for whom leave for Santa Fe.
Governor Curry Is a plain man and
only he had accumulated that little
hoard In the savings bank oh, It was has won hundreds of friends here by
his unassuming manner and honesty.
too much to believe!
The shin steamed up the river op His address to the Republicans was
posite the dock. Tugs took hold ofj earnest and forceful after the general
her and puffed and pushed and pull- meeting. He told of conditions over
alongside. Then the terrlUry and that the Important
ed until she was
cables and donkey engines got busy thing is to elect a Republican dele- a fair
He would guarantee
and finally the big hulk loomed high' gae.
nand,
The passengers election. He stands for the square
close at
ueai. He looks It every inch. San
streamed out.
Carl was surprised to see Lausteln Juan county likes Gov. George Curry.
steerage
take up a position at the
gangway. So he had compelled his
bride to come that way? Lausteln CROP. CONDITIONS
was wall known for his stinginess.
Suddenly Carl's heort threatened
ill KANSAS
to choke him. Greta was coming.
She seemed weary. At the end of
the gangway she looked around beTopeka, Kan., Aug. 31. Winter
wildered. Then she saw Lausteln,
and made uncertainly toward him. In wheat yield, 10S, "3,606,000 busheU,
only
lncrea.se of 373,000 over 1907.
her face there was no Joy. She
nd
Corn (condition, 6S.7, which Is 5.3
looked lonely and discouraged
despondent.
lower than at the name time last year
Without knowing It Carl had come and Iff. 3 lower than in 11106.
out of his place of concealment. Just
Corn acreage 7,052,415, an Increase
before Greta reached lausteln her of 243,403 acres as compared with
wandering eyes fell on him. Her face last year.
lighted up. the red blood rushed Into
These facts are from the latest "Co-buher cheeks. Her whole plump young
crop report" issued today by F,
person became one animated center D. Coburn, secretary
of the state
of newly foand joy and hope. She board of agriculture.
swerved from her uncertain and unThe banner wheat county of the
willing course toward Lausteln nnd state is Barton, with 4,251,243 bushCarl. The els. This Is far ahead of any other
made quickly utoward
windows of hope had heen thrown county. Ellis and Pawnee counties
He
wide In Carl's soul also.
rank second and third. Ellis and
the Pawnee,
ln an Instant from
it will be remembered, are
nasnrui lover xo ,ne mm, .,.n,i,...-. ,n "Tana Jim's" seml-arl- d
belt
He held open his arms and In a mo,t u plefMln t0
Cofn condlu
ment Greta was resfmg there
,n
are hl he,t
the bl corn
murmured many loving words In the
" POUntlea.
tongue of their childhood In the vnl- -.
Greta!
And
lape of the fatherland.
Are you looking for something?
smiled up at him with eyes full ofj
member the want olumns of Th
Ev.-nlCitizen are for your especial
Down upon them swooped Lsu-- I
Der,eflt
It talk to the people and
stein raging
"What you mean, kerl?" be de-- 1 "T
manded. "I pay the passaee money
to hrlng her here to marry me. You, Place an ad. lu The Citizen anil
uti-It work for you.
understand."
Gi-ol- i.
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It makes no difference to us wiiether our bill of
terial be for a chicken coop or the larg. st building in
the same at
tlie country, we are prepared to furni-.l- i
Our Uimer is well seasoned, which
lowest prices.
mates it worth J per cent more to the building than
the lumbi-- r you have been buy:ng. Try us.
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From an irscription found on an Ancient Book

Noah's descendants threw down hods and trowels when the foreman on
the Tower of Babel Got a Vision of an American skyscraper.
MANY
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RANGE

Seliwr & WarlU-k'Mure Thronged
Willi u (Yowd of Chattering
Little Girls.
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Gi?oss

somewhat by a nervous wind, has
dropped its cooling blessing on the
Salt River valley. But It was not so
wurm, before and Thoenlx people
have hat no fault to find with the
weather for several days.

7r

only Illustrated daily
lining Bieillnra of tlie Souihwert.

MOVDAT,

HAPPENINGS

Tempo was dry last Sunday for the
town.
W S. STRICKLER
WILLIAM F. BROGAN first time In the h story of the
PRESIDENT
MANAGING EDITOR
"Don't swap horses In crnslng a
Arizona hiis reached the
stream."
stream. Tucson Citizen.
statehood
JIATKS.
fclllscmi'l'IOX
8am Friedman's store at Henson
by nuill In advance
Om
$5.00 was ehtircd Wednesday and goods to
Om miiUi by mall
.f0 the value of 200 wore spirited away.
.SO
OM IKHitl) by carrier within cil) limit
It Is the Democratic press of AriKntrml an soooiid-ola-niatUT at the lNtoffloe of Albuquerque), X. M., zona that is rld'cullng Mark Smith oy
claiming for him the qualities of
a are Act of Cmigrese of March 3. 1H79.
TIm"

ctttzkn.

The furniture store of Scheer &'
Warllck, at 208 Bast Central avenue
had not been opened many minutes;
last Monday morning when the,
crowds of little girls began to troop
in and In a short time the crowd re-- j
rembled a Sunday school picnic. All
were chattering and crowding around
the little Buck's range in the bit:
show window and asking questions!
faster than the clerks could answer
them.
The little grls of tbe city are taking a very lively Interest in the con

test, and well they may, for this Is
un unusual prize. It Is not a toy,
but a real rango In miniature and will
do anything a big range will do. The
little girl who wins the prize can
congratulate herself on having this
handsome stove for her very own and
also on the faet that she Is an artist
of no little ability, considering the,
hundreds of other little girls In Al- buquerque who are competing against
her.
Of course the greatest number ofj
applicants for the booklet and inwhich each contestant'
structions
gets, w as greater on Monday than on
the succeeding days of the week,
but there hive been scores of ea?er
I'iUle gills cullniK at the store every1

very well pleased with the number of
contestants enrolled and with tha
ng
success of itsefforts to do
for the little artists of
om-thi-

lE.'XHiS

CAXXOT BE CT'ltEP
local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
Is only one way to cure deafTher
ness, and thai Is by constitutional remedies. leaf iias Is caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining
When ttua
of the Eustachian Tube.
tube la Intlumed you have a rumbling
beanngt
and wbea
Imperfect
sound or
se
it Is entirely closed, IxntneM If aaa
Inttammatlou
unUws
result, and
the
r.J tms tuDe restored to
he taken out
us n'rmal conolllon, bearing will M
deatroyed forever; nine cases out of tra
are caused ly ('atari n. wbieb ta nothing but an Inflamed condition of Ike
surfaces.
All who wish to' mucous
il.iy tlili week.
We will give One Hundred Dollar for
euixi; the conu&t bhould enter early, any case of lafneaa (caused by ca-a
so as to get as much time as possl-- tarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall
Cure, bend for circulars free.
ble In which to compete the draw- - Catarrh
CO., Toledo. O.
K. J. C'HKNEK
76o.
ing.
Bold by Drug-Rlstnila for
Take Hall s ainll
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WRESTLER FRANK GOTCH IS GOING ON THE STAGE
HA-a--
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PERCY To THE
RESCUE:!
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TONIGHT

BRICK

OPENING

After you have finished the clay's
work, eaten dinner, and settled
yourself for a pleasant evening at
home you will need to make the
evening'spleasure complete with a
copy of

Queen City of the West Pre Government Expert Says that
Briquet Making Is Growing
pared to Entertain
Industry
100.000 People.
Denver. Colo., Aug. 11. Every
thing Is ln readiness for the opening
of the first annual Colorado Inter
state Fair and Exposition On Monday,
September 7.
Every building la finished, the
(rounds are In order, all attractions
are on their way here and all amuse
nent enterprises will be ln' by Sua

'

dar.

The railroads have made special
reduced rates from all points In ColO'
rado and bordering states and terri
tories, and the city of Denver is pre
paring for decorations and Alumina'
tlons.
with his passenger
Knabenshue
carrying airship and Pain with his
army of people fur the carnival of
Naples and the makers ef fireworks
for the eruption of Vesuvius are due
toere Saturday.
Exhibit have been coming in for i
week and every day sees a large num,
ber arriving at Overland park, while
In the livestock department will be
some of the purest ared animals ln
the country.
Specially reduced railroad rates
have been granted rom all points in
Colorado and bordering states and
territories and It Is believed that from
76,000 to 100,000 people will be here
during the week.
--

The coal brlquetting Industry should
make rapid progress In this country
during the next few years, according
to E. W. Parker, of the United State
geological survey. Although the production til the Uuittd States In
short tons, having a value at
the planU of $244,942 seems insignificant when compared with the out
put of brlquetting plants ln Germany
ln 1906 about 16,000,000 short tons
It is of great importance as Indicating that a beginning has been made
and that consumers are being gradually educated ln the advantages of
briquets for efilcleiicy, tase of handling and cleanliness.
There were ten plants ln operation
In 1907 although one of these,
at
Pittsburg Landing, Calif., was burned
in July and up to th close of the
year had not been rebuilt. The location of the plants and the character
of the fuel and binder used in the
operations aro reported by Mr. Parker in a paper Just published by the
survey as an advance chapter from
of the Unit-- d
"Mineral
States, Calendar Tear 1907." In the
introductory paragraphs to this report Mr. Parker says:
"There can be little doubt that the
Interest aroused through calling attention to the waste ln the past of the
reprecountry's natural resources,
sented by the non-us- a
of slack and
culm produced ln our
operations, and the aggressive policy
of President Roosevelt ln seeking to
throw light upon it and to correct the
abuses Into which we have largely
unconsciously fallen, are, to a great
extent, responsible for the present
prospect of a development of coal
brlquetting as an Important Industry
In the United States. It may not be
long before the governments of the
states, under whose Jurisdiction the
matter comes, will enact legislation
against the accumulation of alack and
culm heaps of their useless etruj-tio- n
by burning, and prohibit this
waste, as they have ln some cases Interdicted the waste of natural gas.
"Legislation which would prohibit
'shooting from the solid' at mines,
when slack coal is not a marketable
product, and which would provide
penalties for excessive use of powder,
would have as one result, a larger
percentage of lump coal, and thus, in
part at least, enable operators to assume the additional expense Involved
ln the brlquetting of such slack coal
as Is unavoidably produced."
Mr. Parker's paper, copies of which
may be obtained by applying to the
director of the survey at Washington,
tn regard to
contains information
companies organized during 1907 for
the purpose of establishing
plants, and gives a list of recent publications ln which the subject of brlquettcd fuel is discussed.
1807-63,1-

coal-mini-

LEAD

PRODUCI10H

414,189

TONS SHORT

Washington. D. C. Aug. 31. The
total domeaic production of refined
lead in 190f, according to C. E.
of the United States geologi
cal survey, was 414.189 short tons, of
which 31', 241 tons was desilverized
,948 tons "was soft
lead and and
lead. In 1906 the production of desilverized lead was 113,886 short tons;
of soft kad 90,783 tons, and tho total
refined lead was 404,669 short tons.
The Increase In production of 1907
over li06 was therefore 9,520 short
tons. The total foor 1907 embraces
all desilverized lead produced ln this
countr and the pig lead recovered
from tne Mississippi valley lead ores,
but s exclusive of 9,910 tons of
by refineries,
lead reported
Of the d!k load from Mississippi val
ley ores. 29,809 tons were desilverized
and are therefore not Included under
"sjft lead."
The product of refined lead can
net be apportioned according to the
sources of ore from which it was
because the lead refineries treat
also products that are secondary and
ate derived from diverse sources.
Tie Identity of ore, and thus its orlg
lital source, is preserved only as far
as the smelters. The following table
showing sources of lead produced In
the United Stttes, Is therefore based
It Includes "pig
On smelter figures.
lead" reported by all known smeutera
running on Mississippi valley lead
ores and "lead" produced at all other
known smelters in this country. No
lead ores from the United States
were treated elwhere In 1907.
antl-morl-
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Next Tuesday e'enlng at the Congregational churcl Miss Lute. May
Palmer, a well kiown musician of
this city,, will givi a very excellent
o which has
musical'-- the prog-aJust been prepared Mr. Mabel Stevens Hlmoe will be pianist. The
is as follows:
March for Organ (y request)....
pr3-gra-

in

Ashfori

Mr. Ui rbertHowlson.
Solo

Selected

11.

C, Collins.
( wJLstling

solo)
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Alvarudo.

W. L. Brown, El Paso; It. Warren
and wife, Fort Wlngate; It. I. Stein,
San Franclx?o; J. E. Persheny, Grace
F. Hayman, Chicago; Ii. B. Knowlton,
C. E. Venson, Denver; C. A. McDonald, Des Moines A. W. Edwards, Denver; G. 11. Darley, Durango; C. Ed-sa-

n,

Colorado Springs; It. J. Balles
p. J. Franklin,
Colorado Springs;
Colorado Springs; F. II. Fitzpatrlck,
Santa Cruz, Calif.; W. J. Booth, Milwaukee; E. McLane, St. Louis; Mr.
and Mrs. It. A. McDonald, Henry McDonald, Pittsburg; C. Nutter, Topeka;
M. J. Seaton, Kansas City; Mrs. J, E.
Chaves, New York; Miss Edna Ber-ge- r,
Belen; G. V. Ilarton, Mountain-ai- r,
N. M.; 11. C. Harle, Kansas City;
J. H. Laverer, 11 Us Olive J. Laverer,
McPherson, Kan.; F. V. Cook,
St.
Loul; C. F. Rhelan, Dallas, C. H.
Kellison, Denver; 11. M. Dougherty
and family, Socorro.

HOW WOULD TOU LIKE TO BE T Hul HERO WHEN FRANK!
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Quaker City Scene of

Gather-IngProgra-

m

for

Session
(From tlio OohimbUtn)
To the Hierarchy, the Clergy and
the Catholic Toung Men of the United States:
Please take notice that the 34th
annual convention of the Catholic
Toung Men's National Union will be
called to order at the Hotel Majestic,
Rroad street and Girard avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., on Thursday, Sept. 3,
1908,
11 a. m. Its session will
continue for two days, closing at
6:30 p. m. on Friday, Sept. 4. It
will be preceded ty a grand rally at
State
Fenclbles' Armory,
Broad,
above Cherry street (less than two
minutes" walk from Broad
street
station), on Wednesday, Sept 2, at 9
p m., affording an excellent opportunity for the visitors to become well
acquainted prior to the opening session of the convention.
On Thursday morning at 9 o'clock
we will attend Pontifical High Mass.
at the Cathedral of St. Peter and St.
Paul, 18th and Race streets, nnd the
titst session will commence Immediately after the Masn. It will be called to order at 11 a. m., with openln?
prayer, followed by addresses of welcome, appointment of the credentials
committee, and reports of the Spiritual Director and president. At 12:30
p. m. a recess will be take for lunch-to- n
which will be served in the grand
dining room of the hotel. The second
session wll commence at 2 p. m.,
when reports will be received from
the secretary, treasurer,
executive

it

WILLIE, THE WONDERFUL
mmmfmmmmmmmm
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leading home
newspaper the paper that prints
all the news of the day immediately after it occurs. Do not
watt for tomorrow morning's paper to get today's news, but read
the news tonight, while it's fresh.
The evening paper covers the
field accurately but briefly while
it is still news. The morning paper simply elaborates.

VILLYANT

bHHIt

prir

o

Ctironlo IHarrhtM-- Curert.
"My father has for years been
troubled with chronic diarrhoea, and
trlei every means possible to effect
'Ine
jure, without avail," writes John H.
Zlrkle of Phlllppl. W. Vs. "He saw
Chamberlain's Colic Pholera and Diarrhoea Remedy advertised ln the Phil-IpRepublican and decided to try it
for the benefit f those seeking
rel:-from such affctlons. There U The result !s one bottle cured him
more health f ir the lifresttv organs and he has not suffered with the disIn a bottle of Electlc Bitter
than ease for eighteen months. Before
lr any other remedy know of." Sold aklng this remedy he was a constant
under guarantee t aldeaiera 18c
sufferer. He Is now sound and well,
and although sixty years old. can do
Sr scribe for The evening CUlsea as much work as a young man." Sold
by U druggists.
the new,
and

pl
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oU folks

e'en-tl-

Wken he oreeij her innoceni ly

-

Wiih ihe words, uAeocouw! fct, scai!
i
.ii
This just proves thaT
iihe- is wiuy,
'Quince his prwximu.s nzx.meis
--

-

The program of convention prowith
ceedings will be intercepted
audresses and Instructive papers by
members of the hierarchy and clergymen of national repute. It is subject to change to suit the convenience
of the speakers and delegates. The
reports of ofllcers. committees, unions
and clubs will be presented In writing.
The Hotel Majestic will be tha
headquarters of the convention, and
all f Its sessions, as well as the banquet, will be held there. Arrangements have been made for rooms n
suite, at the rate of $1.50 per day,
European plan, two persons occupying a room, which Is very moderate
for the accommodations furnished.
Each member of the National Union
in privileged to bring any number of
visitors to the convention. Bear In
mind, please, that while two prlies
will be awarded to the club which
which is represented by the largest
body of delegates, alternates and visitors. In order to be considered Ine,
the award of these pmes, every
alternate and visitor must register, not later than the close of the
first day's session, Thursday, September 8. ln a book which will be kept
for the purpose, and each person so
registered must be a member of the
organization competing for the prlxe,
or of the family of a member, and
must present a credentials certificate
llgned by the president and secretary
Credentials
of such organization.
blanks, ln any number, will be forwarded upon application. One prize
will be given to the club located ln
the territory bounded on the south
by Wilmington, on the wes by Philadelphia county, on the north by
New York City and on the east by the
Atlantic Ocean, the cities of Wilmington and New York being Included
in the award of these prizes; and the
other prize will go to the club not lo
cate.i In the territory mentioned;
but no club In Philadelphia county Is
to be considered In awarding either
prize.
Committees from the local union
will meet Incoming trains On Wsdnes.
day evening, Sept. 2, and Thursday
morning, Sept. 3, and will escort the
victors to the convention headquar
ters.
Any additional Information which
may be desired will be promptly furnished upon application to the see
retary, who should be addressed 410
tth street. Washington, D. C, until
August 31, and after that day. Hotel
Majestic, Hroad street and Girard
atenue, Philadelphia, P. A.
Respectfully,
M. J. Slattery. President
W. C. Sullivan, Secretary.

To keep posted up to the minute
read the Evening Citizen. The
Citizen is printed at 5 o'clock and
delivered to your home by the
time you are ready for it, for 6o
cents a month. If you do not read
The Citizen you are not getting
all that is coming to you
---

---

Now Is the Time to Subscribe
, DO IT NOW

4el-egat-
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AN ENDORSED CHECK

'

FOR DISPUTE

The endorsement upon the back of each check Is evidence that
the party received payment.
This endorsement makes each check an indisputable receipt for
the amount paid. No need to pay any bill the second time.
Pay by checkit's the safe way.
We offer exceptional advantage for checking: accounts, both
large and small. '

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

HAVE YOU A

ROOM TO RENT?
OR A HOUSE?
Do you know that people are almost fighting
for quarters right here in Albuquerque, and now?
An ad like this

Itood Tax Now Due.
d
The law requires every
man between the ages of tl and
years to annually pay a road tax of
$1 or. In lieu of sucn sum, to labor
on the public road three days. Sec.
3. Chapter 63, Acts of the 37th Legislative Assembly.
The supervisor of road district No.
3. comprising
precincts No. II and
It, which precincts include the city
of Albuquerque, accepts the office
without compensation and I devoting
time and energy to the discharge of
the duties of the office to the end
that proper use be made of the road
fund and that we have good roada
Tve character of roads to be built and
the line of work are determined by
the Good Roads association.
Mr. 8. M. Porterfleld Is authorized
to receive payment of the road tax.
and for the convenience of the public
will make calls when he can do so
or payment can be made at Porter-fle- l;
and Co.'a, 111 West Oold avenue.
Tut law will be strictly enforced.
W. H. GILLENWATER.
Supervisor.
able-bodie-

FOR RENT Large. weU furnished,
well ventilated front room, mod era
and sanitary. OO Blak Bt

placed in The Albuquerque Citizen will secure
you a tenant at the small cost of

3

Granulated Sore

Ejrs

Ourerl.

suffered from
a bad case of granulated sore eyea
Ky.
say j Martin Boyd of Henrietta,
"lu February, 1903, a gentleman ask.
ed me to try Chamberlain's Salve. I
bought one box and used about two-thirof It and my eyes have not
given me any trouble since." This
salve Ii for sale by all druggists.
I

ds

times for

35cM

YIiM Is Has
tor lodiceetloar
Mr. A. Kobtnson of Drama a a. On

o

--

"For twenty years

1

GIVES NO GROUND

NOTICE.
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PLATS THE

board and credentials
committee.
The various committees of the convention will then be appointed and
a report received from the athletic
committee, which has accomplished a
wonderful work during the past year,
having perfected articles of alliance
with the Amateur Athletic Union and
laid the foundation for one of the
greatest enterprises undertaken In recent years. A banquet will he tendered the delegates, alternates and
visitors at the Hotel Majestic at 7
o'clock Thursday evening.
Friday, September 4, the third session will open at 9:30 a. m., when reports will be received from the naon
tional committee , committees
boys' clubs and Junior membership,
army and navy literature committee,
and other special committees and also
from local unions and clubs. General business will conclude the third
session, and at 11:30 p. m. ' a receaa
w 11 be taken for luncheon, which will
be served in the hotel.
At I p. m. the fourth session of
the convention will commence, whey
the proposed amendment to the constitution, of which notice has heretofore been given, will come up for
consideration, and a report received
from the auditing committee. This
will be followed by the election of officers and of the athletic committee,
the fixing of the time and place of
holding the next convention, the report of the committee on resolutions
end the awarding of prizes represent,
fcd by the largest body of delegates,
alternates and visitors, when the adjournment will be taken, the convention coming to an end with closing
prayer.
A reception at Horticultural
hall,
r.road and Locust streets, will be given In honor of the delegates, alternates an l visitors on Friday evening,
at i o'clock.
Saturday, Sept. 6. will be devoted
to sightseeing In the morning. The
afternoon will be given over to at
tending the annual Held end track
meet of the local union, In conjunc
tion with which will be held the first
national championship games of the
Catholic Amateur Athletic League.
Monday, Sept. 7, being Labor Day,
those who so desire will have an op
portunlty of spending a few days at
Atlantic City or some other seaside
resort before returning to their business cares, by leaving Philadelphia
on Saturday afternoon or evening.

Stargea.

C. W. Oliver and wife, El Paso; C.
J. lawe. Denver; L. M. Howell, Den-

The,.

Albuquerque's

. .

I lea. Ii Advice.
Mrs. M M. Davlan. or No. I7
Gin j.'J Ave., San Jae, Cal.. aays:
worth of F!"Tlo Bitters as a
general f mlly rei,. v. for headache,
blli..u-r(- .j
and t 'ipr of the liver
ana l ow els Is so ptnounced that I
am prompted to ay , word In Its

PERCY

VCOAVPLETE

y,

r.

..

ng

ver; S. P. Jonea, Wichita; F. Tehlt, E.
Grieges, Torreon; W. E. Greman, Bernalillo; L. G. Elliott, Roswell; D. C
Mr. K. E. lerzman.
al ' LMrds ln the Sght" ... .Sullivan Sullivan, Kansas City; C. F. Browrn,
stere'en". . Rlzh Bernalillo.
of
tbi "The It
.Mis
Lull Miy Palmer.
Kavoj.
Melville
ai ivrieu.se"
C. II. Rutter, Georgetown, Colo.j
Pierne
(b) Sri enade"
John Hanke, Helen; Fred Mllby, Mor-iartMr. Joiinii :bbs.
N. M.; W. Beaty, Vaughn; N.
in an Klevalor". . . . .
"I e Itav-'iA. Burno, Lag Vegas; C. F. To; ping.
Mr. J. 11. Crum.
Godari Grants, N. M.
"Luli.ity' from "Jfelyn"
(Violin obi Kiito fc' Mr. Gibba.)
Grand Central.
Mrs. C. A. Frank.
J. P. Ratchen. Cooney. N. M.; II.
Selected
Or.in nolo
Luiuy, Fort Worth Textts; M. M. TaMr. Herbert linn ison.
bor, George P. Williamson, Glorleta;
A. R. Querns, Philadelphia;
E. J.
F iv burrier.
Hunter. San Marclal; W. D. McBar,
Hicklen'
"1 nave found
Arnica Melrose; C. O. Sutton, El Paso.
tblng to im
Salve ' r the
for
tvi, as wet a for healing
CraJge.
cuts aid all manner of
turns.
James C. Davis, Artela; Geo. D.
W
of
tfvin
Ir.
abrasions," writes
Hern. Fairfield," Iowa; A. II. Morrt-'"- n,
Ea-i- t
Poland, Maine. It Is the proper
e,
Hereford, Texas; Henry W.
thing too for piles. Try It! Sold unEufaula, Ala.; C. E. Glskhen,
guarantee
al
dealers.
at
der
El Paso.
Mrs.

"The swallows''

p !Sl

53

or 6 times for 50c.

tario, has been troubled for years
with Indigestion. aa4 recommends
Chamberlain'
Stomach and Liver
Tablet as "the beat medicine I ever
used." If troubled with indigestion or
constlpatloa give them a trial They
are eertala to prove beneficial. They
are easy to take and pleasant In af
fect. Prloa II cents. Sample free at
11

druggist.

OF THE WORLD.
Heat Every Friday Evening
At I Sharp.
FOREST IS ELKS' THEATER.
d. T.
WOODMEN

K. ST. Moor. C. C
D. B. Phflllpa. Clara.

! West Lead Are.
SOVXREIONB WEL

VISITIN'Q
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OF THE OLD MILL
ELECTRIC

MALOY'S

SIGN

A

Taft and would rrgnrd It as nn honor
to have him ride one of my horse.
So I am sending this one free by
freight. It's addressed to your office
and ought to rfcach there some time

Will

RESEMBLE BOTTLE

A

tl, 108.

1

COLOMBO THEATRE

(IDS

OF

AUGCST

a a
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ABOUT TOWN

soon.

"HEZEKIAH LOONV
I will do with the
"What In the d

Is laying off this week on
beast when he arrives Is pift me." the cut-of"The account of sickness.
said General Edwards today.
nillroad SKents tell me it Is healed
To drunks were arralgne.l in po
this way and they can"t sidetrack It." lice court tliis morning, receiving the
2.1c
customary decision from the court,
NATIVE GRAPES 3 LR9
Will be
Lights
Over
2.000
five days.
NATIVE WATERAIIXONS 1 JJcIb
BIG ENROLLMENT
A S'n was born yesterday to Mr.
Used In Bringing About
and Mrs. Henry Keinpenich at Peral- 2oC
S
I.B9
rEACUES
NATIVE
ta. Mr. Kempenich Is a merchant of
Desired Effect.
AI CATHOLIC SCHOOLS llolbrook,
6c
NATIVE PEARS, LIJ
Arizona.
We are just in receipt of a Carload of Ammunirion,'and
In Kansas delayed No. 9
Trouble
POTATOES
SWEET
NATIVE
several hours last night, causing It'
are now prepared to fill your orders for
One of the most beautiful as well
This morning marked the opening to arrive here at 4:15 a. m. this'
25c
S LBS
as costly electrical signs which will. of the Immaculate Conreptinn and morning. No. 1 and 1 were on time.
be exhibited here during the Irrlga-- 1 S.'Cred Heart schools of this city un-tl- o
The sewer on South Second street
of Father Mandalarl between
congress will be the Pabst Blue l" th,e
Silver and Oolj avenues Is
Conception
Immaculate
"f
i
jtiooon
sign. i ne nxture l.nurch The former cho.l will this being repilred. During rainy times
win oe snipped nere in iweive parts: vpnr be comn.0,i entirely of Enellsh back water backs on this street as a
and over two thousand incandescent speaking children, the Sacred Heart result of inadequate sewers,
lights will be required in Its manlpu school being set aside for Mexican
M. Ortix. of Cuba; Alfredo Otero, of
-lation. The contract for the wiring
exclusively. The enrollment of Jemez, and J. W. Sullivan of Hagan,
ana installing is now in me nanus oti ,hB immaculate
school who comprise the jury commission of
Contention
who numbered 115 pupils and will be In ."ndoval county, left this morning
the Nash Electrical company,
la expecting some little difficulty In charge of the
following teachers: for Bernalillo on business connected
procuring generators and If same can Sister Alicia, business course; Sister with the commission.
PHONE 72
not be secured a smaller sign will be Hose, fifth and sixth grades; Sister
te S. Parker, the Insurance mani
installed.
lleglna, third and fourth grades; Sis- of this city, Is confined to his home
P. E. Sturges, on top of whose ter Cecelia, first and second grades; at 209 South Walter street suffering
building this large sign will be erect- - S;ster Mary Andrew, preparatory; with a complication of ailments, and
ed. is much to be congratulated on
Claudia, music. The Sacred at last reports from the bedside was;
being able to procure it. It Is under Ster
Heart school for Mexican children Is slightly improved.
v9oaKmoayjmKmuKJ9,jm 9cmc9omimomcomomoa)omKmomo
stood that owing to the large expense situated on the corner of Fourth and
A special meeting of the Woman's c4Kxko
of running It only two hours each Stover avenues and while only two
be
will
Temperance
Union
Christian
evening will be set aside for Its man- teachers are engaged at that Institu
For bran feci! give your stock Kanipulation. It Is mechanical In con- Hon at the present time, four will be held at the home of Dr. Cartwrlght
Bran, clean, fresh and
even- - sas Ret I
Qol,,
Monday
ilf)
avenue
Wen
struction and represents a large bot- required soon, as soon ax the enroll Ing, August 31,
Private Ambulance
healthy. A great producer of milk
7 o'clock. All memat
tle of Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer from ment Is more complete. Father Manhorses, cows and poultry.
Ideal
for
present.
requested
be
to
bers
which flows the amber fluid. In col- dalarl Is much
over the numof the
Supt. Falrvlew and
enjoyable picnic was held Put up under the supervision smutty
ors, and over this is the trade mark, ber of enrollmentelated
at both Institutions nl Athevery
Board of IlealUu No
of Dr. Gould, south of state
ranch
also In colors, quoting .the words up to the present time and stated that
wheat,
corn
nor
mill
refuse oats and
Funeral Director and Embalmer
Cemeteries
last year's. the city, yesterday at which sixteen sweeping ground in tins bran. Tbe
AUGUST 31, SEPTEMBER I and 2 "Pabst lilue Ribbon." The Immense ths numbers far exceed
sign, which measures 30x30 feet, was This evening a class of Inquiry will persons from this city attended. Aft- Km p ire Mills furnish
Office Stnitf Block 2nd and
cash guarantee
Lady
acquired through the efforts of the be opened to all converts. Already erward they visited the Garvin ranch, with each and every sack.
any
Copper Artnne. Telephones!
For
evening.
In
returning
home
the
Meyers Liquor company. Incorporat
six have signified their willingness to
vmce , estdeace 10.
FLEET AT FRISCO
dissatisfaction your money Is returnAttendant
ed, of this city, who also ' deserves attend and more are expected.
The Ladies' Aid society of the Pres. ed, ft W. Fee, 602-60- 4
South First St.
byterlan church will give a lawn so- Phone IS.
much credit.
6ET ME A STEP LADDER
The plan of the association this
cial Friday, September 4, on the three
year Is to festoon the most promi- BROWNIES HAVE
lawns of the church parsonage, the
'TWIXT LOVE AND DUTY
FOR. PtTRE ICE CREAM.
nent streets with small Incandescent
residence of Attorney A. R. McMlllen
A CHANCE
GIVE
LOUDON'S JBRSET
lights
will
G. Cornish, adjoining each
to
which
P.
add
Dr.
much
the
and
NEW SONGS
FARM
beauty of the city. There Is no doubt
BAD SPLI! UP otner. on South Walter street.
To figure on that bill of lumber.
that plenty of accommodations will
Considerable Interest Is manifested
TO SHIiKPMKX.
be procured for visitors during the
Our lumber comes frora our owa
In local mercantile circles over the
Anywhere in
congress. The city has been canvassto
mills located In the be body of
Everyone knows that
between
I
There Is a more acute feeling of sale of the store aat Jemez pueblo M.
ed and many rooms procured.. No one
'
timber In New Mexico.
J. P. Archuleta,
brother of J.
reserves
homesteads
and
various
of
rivalry
factions
the
between
two
of
will want for a place to lay his heal
A large stock
Archuleta, the merchant of Cuba. Mr. kinds, the open range has departed,
dfy sprues
of
a
Albuquerque
of
as
Browns
result
wnen the time comes.
Is now at Jemez invoicing and that every sheep owner, to be
Archuleta
on hand. Why not buy
dimension
game
losing
yesterday'
the
of
than
The exhibit of Colfax county Is exnew
store.
the stock of the
successful must own his own land
the best when It I; )ut m
pected to be among the first to arrive exists between the Grays and the
runaway was
about 9 Solid bodies of land with perfect tltla
It will pay you to look itto this.
Their exhibit will require sixteen cars Browns. And Dan Padilla Is sitting a. am. this morning prevented
by "Jim D. Ex- are very scarce, and there never can
clothing store on South Second
for its shlpment-an- d
that of El Paso In his watching
the fun with a great press," the baggageman. A horse at- be any more. I can offer a solid
Is also expected to arrive soon and It street
RIO GRANDE LUMBbH CO.
tached to a vehicle became frightened tract of first class grazing land, mostdeal of satisfaction.
Is
to
as
which
doubtful
will
the
be
4I NORTH SECOND ST.
The leaders of tha turn factions In and started down Second street. Be- - ly summer grazing, containing 26.000
first on the grounds.
Phone 8.
Cor. 3rd and Marqtetts
PLon 471.
the Browns are Bert Graham, former' fore the anlniul had made any prog. acres, on the Cebolleta grant, fifty
miles west of Albuquerque, with abcaptain, and Frank Harris, former ' ress tne expressman nao. sioppea
manager. Both are owners of base-j- "
The funeral of Mrs. Noecker will solutely perfect title, at moderate
WHAT THE FOREST
Up-T- o
Date Moving Pictures
ball aggregations now and' both say be held from the Immaculate Concep-the- y price and on easy terns sheep dip
are going to have teams which tlon church, tomorrow morning at within bale mfl.
and Illustrated Sengs.
Such tracts are so few that prices
will get the money at the territorial.
Rev. A. M. Mandalarl
DOING
ARE
RIDERS
. Chmngm Kvrv Might
elating. Mr. Bowhart, a brother of are certain to Increase. This tract
Both factions held meetings last' Mrs. Noecker, arrive last evening and similar ones. If there are any,
night
are out today collecting I from the east, and will attend tne will be sure to sell at tne Irrigation
Tomorrow, In Phoenix, Aria., D. D. money and
congress If not sold before. Capitalists
support teams' servlc es.
Romance ct the Old Mill
with
inspector
Bronson, chief
of the for- at the fair. whichto
appreciate the solidity of such InvestL.
R.
flyer.
which
In
The
Thomas
est service in New Mexico and Ari'
ments, with the certainty of Increased
A LUUQUCttQUC
Rochester,
to
party
went
Putney
and
mrw
zona, with Assistant Forester Potter
A Pair of Kids
mis- value. If anyone in New Mexico deany
serious
without
return
and
of Washington, D. C, will meet the
range
It
own
must
be
to
his
TELEGRAPHIC
MARKETS
haps, is to be sold. Mr. Putney said sires
Arizona sheepmen and hold a confertoday that It had been thoroughly bought before the congress. This
ence regarding the boundary to the
Jhe Cossack
la
Inserted to draw attention
cleaned up and it was In as good a notice
end
Prescott national forest.
$100,090
Bradford
L.
condition today as when purchased. to an opportunity.
Spelter.
Inspector
Next Saturday
A. O.
Prince, Santa Fe, N. M.
replaced
parts
were
Buffalo
all
At
the
Ware will return to Albuquerque from
St. Louis, Aug. 31. Spelter higher,
with new ones.
NEW SONGS
an inspection trip over the forests in $4.57.
Mrs. A. J. Seiber, who will conduct
District No. 5. Mr. Woolsiy, who has
J. G. Gould, Tenor.
the Cash Millinery store at 210 South
been acting as chief inspector, will
'Hie Metals.
New York, Aug. 31. Lead quiet, Second street, in the apartments
then leave for Washington to prepare
MATINEE SAT. AND SUNDAY.
for an administrative position in the $4. 47414.62; lake copper quiet, $13.02 formerly occupied by Madam-Stewar- d toINTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
Lamb will place on display
U 13.75; silver, 61 He
forest service.
BOYS AND GIRLS
morrow one of the most complete FOR
Information has been received here
lines of fall millinery In the city and
Money Market.
that the plans for the new Highland
AsamAjaAsaAA
park to be located in this city are
New York, Aug. 31. Money on call she invites every one to visit the
store and inspect the styles and 6 good lead pencils
ea.sy, 1 U 1 V percent; prime mercannow being prepared by the forest ser6c
prices.
vice, which expects no remuneration
tile paper, 3 V 4t 4 per cent.
ROLLER SKATING RINK
,. Ec
11. S. Lutz, the veteran Santa Fe 3 extra good lead pencils
for the work. They will be comagent, formerly of this city but late Very large pencil tablets
pleted shortly.
Ec
St. Louis Wool.
St. Louis, Aug. 31. Wool steady; of Helen, has been transferred to his
Ross McMlllen, supervisor of the
Ec
was
national forests in the vicinity of territory and western mediums, 15 47 first love Santa Fe. Mr. Lutz years Pencil box
for several
Santa Fe, who has been on a vaca- 18c; fine mediums, 10 4jl5c; fine, agent at Santa Fe Albuquerque.
10c
His Large school bags
before coming to
tion, Is expected to resume bis duties 9 if 12c.
Ec
family, who made Belen their home 6 nice handkerchiefs..'
tomorrow.
during
the school vacation, have Boys' extra good knee pants
Definite information that Clifford
60c
Groin and Provisions.
Lutz-es
moved to the Ane.ent City. The
Pinchot, chief forester of the forest
Chicago, Aug. 31. Wheat Sept.,
Everything in shoes for boys and
have lota of friends In Santa Fe
service, will attend
the Irrigation 95 Vic; Dec. 94 VIC
who will be glud to welcome them girls.
congress has been received.
N,
Corn Sept., 77T4c; Dec, 67
iiiek. (l. H. Donart. who has been
Boys' well made school suits $1.75
John Waterworth, formerly with 67Hc
Fe,
Kagent
transfer
been
has
at
Santa
to $3.00 at the
the Sltgreaves national forest of AriOats Sept., 48 c; Dec., 49 He.
red to Raton.
zona, is a visitor here today.
Pork Sept., 114.72 4; Oct., $14.-8- 7
CASH BUYERS' UNWS
Va.
It is not w hat you pay for adveros
BREAKING A CHAIH
122 NartB iaeoad
PAT
Lard Sept.. $9.47 ; Oct., $9.55.
'ng, but what advertising
Moving Pic'ure Performance
COST JOHN DOE $10
Ribs Sept., $8.97 V; Oct., $9.09.
TOO." that make tt valuable.
i
DOLDK. Proa.
A man giving the name of Joha
Begins at 8:30. p. in.
rates) are lowest for equal service
Doe was arrested this afternoon by
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Aug. 31. Catth Receipts
FEE'S GOOD ICE CREAM AXD
Officer Guerva and fined $10 on the
Romance in a Gypsy Camp
ii
WALTON'S
CRKAM
60DA.
ICE
26,000;
charge
steady;
beeves,
$3.60(17.76;
of
destroying
belong'
furniture
The Old Maid's Parrot
store.
ing to a furniture dealer of Gold Texan. $3.50 4j 5.00; westerns, S3. 60
N
intra
Arabian Dagger
5.85; stockers and feeders, $2.60 if
avenue.
0
Family of Cuts
Doe, it Is charged,
entered
the 4 55; cows and heifers, $ 1.75 ij 6 80; FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
calves, $5.254j 7.25.
Cant Vp by the Sea
establishment shortly afier noon !
use of bath, 118 N. High. EverySheep Receipts 35,000; 10c lower;
day, and after carefully examining
Tlie Aeronaut's 1'irnt AppearBUILDERS' AM) FINISHERS' SUPPLIES
thing new and clean.
w esterns, J2.40 it 4.30; yearlings,-14- .
20
pricing
large
rocking
and
a
chair,
ance
In
ward
driving
Fourth
LOST
While
Room 12
stated to Hie clerk that it did nut suit, lii 4.'.I0; lambs, t3.65iil 6 20; weste-- n
The Harlequin's btory
Monday morning, white wool, croNailfe and Chicago Lumber. Slierwln-Willlsn- s
Paint Noae Hatlambs, JS.DO'o 6.30.
and
it. Officer Guerva ap
trimmed
Jaoket,
sleeveless
cheted,
Knlldlug
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in
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and
this
time
SONGS
leave
please
Finder
blue.
pale
In
Doe d a;! hi 1 through the door and
Ft.. Etc
New York Stocks.
Mrs. C. A. Frau k. Soloist.
at Citizen office. Reward.
down the street. A large number of
New
Following
Aug.
31.
York.
"I Love You lear, and Only
pedestrian
ae chase and succeeded were closing quotations on the stock FEE'S GOOD ICE CTIKAM ND THE CHWION EROCCRY CO.
C. BALD RIDGE
423
You."
in rupturing tle man at Flit street exchange today:
WALTON'S
(E CREAM SH
"tsiiiee. You Culled Me, Dearie''
and Gold avenue.
Amalgamated Clipper
81 H .HtKi STORE
Mattuucel Broa., froptlttora
Atchison
90'
Morning. Afternoon and EvenSCIlboL ROOKS AND SUPPLIES Sroceryla nd feat Market, Stanleand Fancy
do. preferred
95 V
ing Scsidon.
Our
All
AT ll.VW LEVS ON THE CORNER.
KANSAS
New- York Central
SEhDS
106 V
Groceries
'
ADMISSION 10 CENTS.
ED.
Pennsylvania
125
ROCG1I DRY.
Saturday Bpaclal a print Chlchtn
106', a
Southern Pacific
Do you know what this means? If
Team Harnss, all leather. ..
TAFT B GGtST HMSt t'nion Pacific
at
163Va
TJaraa. PhonaBt
our drivers to explain It to
ask
not
Team Harnes, Concord
14.
4 7 "4
United States Steel
you.
Team Harnes, Concord heavy.
do. preferred
Genuine American Block
111H
IMPERIAL LACXDRY.
Team Harnes, doubts buggy.
Au. 31. Hezekiah
$1 00 to 114
4
KunstiM City Livestock.
nf Appleville, Kan., easily wins
$6.50 per Ton
lieHt w ork ou shirt
I 'or Ui
Single Surre Harness IT. 00 to
It
in the contest to furn.sh a horse that
Kansas City, Aug. 31. Cattle Re- patronise Ilubbs laundry Cr.
ST, VINCENT ACADEMY I Jobbing Promptly Attended U Single Bugg Harness l it to Sl.tt
Handscreened Cerrillos Lump will be able to curry Candiuate Taft. ceipts 20,000; steady; southern steers,
Single
Exprss
HarBrigadier General C. It. Kdwards
$3 25 51 4.25; southern cows,
2. 2 5 4i
Our work Is KKiHT n every
ness.
11.00 to ii.it
Phones: Shop lOCTi; Hesidence 502
from him today the following 3.40; stockers and feeders, $3.00 'tl
56.50 per ton
Mulitw Ijaumlry t'n
BOARDING AND LAY SCHOOL I
Celebrated Akew SadUtter:
4.75; bu'.l.f, $2.40'! 3.50; calves. $3.00
4
to 4l.lt
dles.
Qua 111) and Quantity Cuaraataem
"I see by the papers that you are 4(6.50; western steers,
$3.60(5.00;
Shop Corner Fourth St. and Copper I.e.
STAGE TO JEMEZ LEAVES III J
For Young Ladies and Misses."
Rest grad of leather In all harness
looking for a nice large horse for Taft western cows, $2 500 3.75.
AT
MORNING
WEST GOLD EVERY
and saddles
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Hogs
I've got one that Id so b g I had to
a,
Receipts 5.000; strong; bulk 6 O'CLOCK.
In Charge of the
Parts of larness kept la stock.
bu ld a spec. hI stall M keep him In. of sales, $6,604(6.85; heavy. $6.80 'u'
Unless yo trade with ns we botfc
I
SISTERS OF CHARITY
lie's twenty-liv- e
lianJs high and 6.95; packers and butchers, $6.60
lose ran aey
tl.
weighs 3.&00 pounds stripped. He's a 6.95; ght, $6.356.80; pigs, $3.50 i('
An advertisement In The CiU- Corner 6th St. and New Yoik Ave 1
you
pay
advertisnot
what
for
It
is
native of Kansas, where the corn 5.25.
sen is an invitation extended to
X
three feet over night when the
Sheep Receipts
strong;
7,000;
J ing, but what advertising PAYS
We lnvtte a
all our readers.
For Particulars, Address
H,
CO, grows
THIS. F. KELEHER
weather Is good.
muttons, $3 S0'.i 120; lambs, $4.00(1
large majority of the people to
SloTKK Sl'I'kKIOK.
YOU, that makes It valuable.
Our
"1 ought to ak a lot of money f.,r '5.80; range wethers, $3,504(4.60; fed
your store.
40S Wst Railroad Avenue
him, but I um a great admirer of Mr. ewes, $3.25 ft 4.00.
$ rates are owest for equal aervke.
"FOR CASH OMY"
f.

OFjSEER

HUNTERS!

j

,

eiec-mca-

Shot Gun Shells

"n

Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot

MALOY'S

AND GET OUR PRICES

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

Amusements

i

F. H. Strong

Crystal Theater

M
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I

IS

Oc the House

Colombo Theater

MONTEZUIHA TRUST CO.

kexico

,

surplus,

0

SCHOOL NEEDS

Fiist Rational
Bank

ALBUQUERQUE,

United States
Depositary

n

M.

Capitat ana
Surplus

$150,000 i

DENTISTS

N

T. Armijo Bldg

tier.

J.

m

FOURNELLE

V

Prtes

!.
I.

and Builder

la-oi- l

j

j

WOOD
E

W.

i

1

t

Bargains

.tll.lt

Carpenter

a21-ai4Wa-

'

South First

,

HAHN &

4

'.I

movdat, Arc.rsT

St.

BROWNIES

Hotels and Resorts

DONATE

GRAYS ANOTHER

For Information concerning any of tho places advertised In thla column and for descriptive lltaratara,
eall at Tha Cltlien office or writ to tha Advertising
Manager, Allr'nuerque Citizen. Albuquerque. N. 11.

GAME

Gil

LOQ

BEACH 8.VNITAR1TJM, Long Bcewh. CaL

A

medical and

Insubordination on Part of
Players . and LacK of
Judgment Costly.

aur-aic-al

sanitarium conducted on the treat BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM
plan. Overlooks the ocean. QUIET, REFINED and MODERN." Spacious
roof garden and iun parlor. Tennis and other outdoor amusements. IdeVisitors welcome. Get
al placa to go for rest, recreation or recuperation.
off car at Tenth street. Special summer rates. Booklet free. W. RAT
SIMPSON, Manager.

-

i,;jti

A brain storm was the feature of
yesterday's game between the Browns
and the Grays. This peculiar aberrance attacked the mind of Captain
Bert Graham In the fifth Inning and
cost the Brownies about S23 In lose
change, and nobody will gainsay that
the Brownies need the money. It also
cost a few loyal supporters small
bunches of coin of the realm and H
may cost the Brownies their representation at the territorial (air tournament, when $2,600 is to be given
away for baseball. Think of that vast
amount,
The score was 6 to D, but It should
have been S to 1, had fate aud Cap
tain Graham directed the fortunes of
the Brownies with better Judgment.
This particular captain Is explaining
yet. For three innings the barks of
the two aggregations floated serenely
with the semblance of baseball crafts.
Dally was on the firing line for the
city chaps and Weeks was doing the
Both
twirling for the suburbanites.
were pitching good ball. In the
fourth inning, the Brownies, by timely hitting and errors at short and
first, got three runners across the
plate. In the fifth the Grays scored
on an error at first, on a sacrifice, an
overthrown by Graham and a hiu
The Brownies went them one better
in the last half of the fifth by making
two more runs. Up to this stage of
the game Daily had been pitching
winning ball. One hit In five Innings
la considered pretty good baseball 'n
the brush. In the opening of the sixth
the fans were surprised to see Allen
take the rubber, Hale go from center
field to short and Daily pass back to
the center garden. These were Captain Graham's Instructions, and the
fans are wondering yet Vhat the
cause was. The result was a complete disorganization of the team and
the loss of the game and 20 per cent
of the gate receipts, to say nothing
of the respec of the grand stand,
which Is a most valuable asset to any
baseball team. There Is a lot of
"kicking, knocking, krooked, krab-bed- "
fans In Albuquerque, who want
more than their money's worth usually and expect professional baseball
from amateurs, but the "K." bunsh
had good grounds for their grief yes
terday.
It may be said to the credit of At1
len that he did his beBt. He got the
first man up, who was the dangerous
Pettus, but the organization of the
team was broken up ax a there was
no chance to win. An outfielder was
playing short, a pitcher was in the
outfield and a shortstop was trying
to fill the box. The next three men
up filled the bases without a hit. The
fourth cracked out a single and three
men scored, while Graham threw to
second, and Cornish threw to third

STONE HOTEL
JLMtZ HOT SPRlNGl
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Btape line from flernaliUo
to Jemez Hot Springs in
one day. Stage leaves Bernalillo Tuesday A Saturday

I

-

J. OTERO,

TICKtTS SOLD AT
W. L. TRIMBLE'S

Fro.

AN IDEAL SUMMKH

Cliff

1

u

dcnc-on-thc-Pec-

AND HEALTH RESORT.

os

Located among pine-cla- d
hills on the Pecos river, IH miles from Rows
8. F." Good bunting and fishing
station on th main Una of the A. T.
soak as this the most delightful resort In New Mexico. Wa meet trains
Saturdays. Parties coming on days not stated kindly write ma.
Rates 11.10 per day. f 8.00 per week. Meals iOc. Transportation from station
Mrs. H. K. Bergmann. Row. N. M.
11.00.

nd

,

1

BIMIXI HOT SPRINGS HOTEL, txm Angeles. Tlie moat curative treatment for rheumatism. Beautiful scenery, cool ocean breese. Hot Springs
rater In every room, no noise, no dust, no tips. Street car to door. Pamphlet
at Citizen of flee or by wilting Dr. G. V. Tape. Medical SupC

HOLLENBEGK HOTEL
A. C.

LOS ANGELES

Bilicke

John

TWO NEW ELEVATORS
NE W FIRE' PROOFING

NEW

S. Mitchell

furniture;

NEW PLUMBING
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements made this season for
aud faaftjiv.
JOcsveaterce, Cctx-fo-

Headquarters for

Kc.w Mexico

.Electric Cars to md from Railway Depots, also Beach and Mountain
sorts, stop

at our door The holltabrcli

Hotel Cafe it More Popular

H. COX, The

.

'1

Re-

ban Ever

Plumber

HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING

PLUMBING,

Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
Latest things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures. . . .

401 West Central Ave.

Phone 1020
THE

iOt

Albuquerque Lumber Co
-

ARE
DOCKED
X5 CENTS

Albttqtferqoe, New Mexico

with ample means and unsurpassed facilities

!

OF VL.HDQUKRQDE. N- - M.
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. S150.000
OFFICER

AMD DIRECTOR
SOLOMON LUNA. President
W S. STKICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldridge,
A. M. Blackwell.

O. K. Cromwell.

Montezuma Grocery

&

Liquor Co.

Groceries

and

Liquors

Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
Glass or Gallon, Heer ty the Hottle or Case, Family
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Call, I'hone or Send for Solicitor.

'

?

p.

i f.

Totals

Player

De Blassl,

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

4

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

ALBERT FABER

MEETING

of
A special meeting of Knights
Pythias will b held tonight at 8
o'clock In the Pythian Castle hall,
Elks' opera house. The object of the
meeting wilt he to give the Pythlans
of Albuquerque an opportunity to
meet Mr. Lawrence MeCarty, a prom.
inent member of the order, who is
here to do some work In the Interest
of the local lodge. Mr. MeCarty Is a
well known actor, orator and mission,
ary In the Kalghts of Pythias lodge.
At the meeting tonight Mr. MeCarty
will present a monologue exemplifi
cation of third rank work and In addition will give a number of popular
humorous and dramatlo selections,
and address the lodge In the general
interests of the order. The entire
evening will be .devoted to a social
session. Refreshments will be served.
All Knights In the city whether mem.
bers of this lodge or not and regardless of standing are Invited to attend

. .
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STUDE BAKER
High Grade

HARNESS
The Best Harness Made

rtoittater Shows a iArgor Number of
Pupils From Out of the Cltyv
At the close of the first day of the
9
school term, which began
this morning, the exact number .)f
enrollments in the four ward schools
and the High school has not been
learned, although it Is known that a
large Increase will be found In the
different Institutions.
At the close of the first day'a school
work last year the total enrollment In
the five schools was 1,200, with sixty
of the High
In the eighth grade
school. Prof. W. D. Sterling said to
day that he believed the total num
ber of scholars this year would come
up to 1 600. In the eighth grade of
the High school the enrollment num
bers close to eighty; last year only
sixty were enrolled.
The opening work In the different
schools today was taken up with ex
amlnatlons of new students and those
who failed and who are are trying 'o
make up. Tomorrow the enrollments
will be taken and the accurate figures
learned, it Is believed.
According to Superintendent Sterl
of students
Inn a greater number
from other cities are enrolled thl
term than ever before.
1908-0-

RINK

Before a large audience at the rink
last night Prof. Gibbs demonstrated
his perfect mastery of the violin in
two classic selections, played as the
composers intended they snould be,
and (he music loving public will be
glud to hear him again.
The bill of moving p'ctures was
up to the standard and consisted of:
"Cast Up by the Sea," a beautifully
pathetic story of parental love and
bfreavement.
"The Aeronaut's First
Appearance" Is a comic picture of the
most comic kind, and portrays very
plainly what we may expect when
ballons and dirigible airships get o
running on schedule.
But the most beautiful and gorgeous U the tinted film, "The Harlequin's Story,'' which with pantomimic
precision, deals with love, romance,
magic and pictures a bevy of very attractive girls, some of whom are clad
gowns, In some beauIn near-sheatiful ballet work.
Tonight Mrs. C. A. Frank will sing
"I Love You. Dear, and Only You,"
a selection from "The Burgomaster,"
and "Since You Called Me, I n
both of which will be illustrated with
special slides.
The entire picture program of last
night will be repeated tonight.

Doctor Nacamull will bs back from
Europe In September and will be at
his office In the N. T. Armtjo bHdlnv
about September 11. lMI.
MOCKIXO BIRD WHISTLE
AWAY TO EACH CHILD

A

ttlVEX
WHO

BOOKS

BUYS
THEIR SCHOOL
AT ILWLKYS ON THE

CORNER.

REFUNDED

No Runaways With

LARGER THAN EVER

mmmm
HARDWARE

RANCH

AND

SUPPLIES;

RtUABia."

"OLD

XSTABtdBHED 1171.

L. B, PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR. GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries tha largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
the Soulnwest.
OaadUfsWaassMU

Wl.

i

1ST

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVRNTJE.

ALBUQUBRQUB.

v

M.

REMOVED
REMOVED
DE WITT T. COURTNEY,
CLAIRVOYANT AND TRANCE

MEDIUM

STR!OTLY

haoley
This is the time of year
you use Sl'ICK.

TOMORROW

S. Hadley, attorney general
of Missouri and candidate; for govern- or upon the Republican ticket of that
state, will vls-- Albuquerque probab'y
tomorrow, en route to Roswell from
Santa Fe, where ths afternoon he addressed the New Mexico Bar association.
Mr. Hadlty has written to friends
In this city that he will pa-s-s
through
and possibly stop a number of hours.
At Roswell he Is to be the guest t
O. A. Richardson, a prominent Republican of eastern New Mexico.
After spending a day or two at Ros- well Mr. Hadiey will return to Mis- sourl, where he will participate In the
fall campaign, which has Jost opened.

z&$m i

PLEASE

ENROLLMENT OF SCHOOLS

According to Dr. Marlon Imes(
thief of the New Mexico and Arizona
department of the bureau of animal
industry, who has Just returned from
Colorado, says that while all sheep
and cattle in the two territories are
undergoing the dipping process that
very little affection ha9 been found
by the inspectors as yet. In the month
of July over 2,000,000 sheep and
nearly a million head of cattle were
dipped. For this month the figures
are estimated at a large number. The
height of the dipping work will be
leached In September.

I

Cheerfully

Has moved bis offices and will from now on s his friends aa4
Copper ava. Mr. Courtney's wall known powaraas
clients at No.
no advertisement, as his wonderful gifts have been proven to tn
PEOPLE OP THE KNOWN WORLD. Ha gives advice upon all affairs of Life, Love. Law, Marriage, Mining, Real Estate and. la fas,
all matters pertaining to tha Issues of Life.
Tel. 10H.
Honrs
to II; I to T a. as.
ill W. Copper Ave.

lit

DR. CHAS. A. FRANK
Physlclanjand Surgeon

IKOOMS 4 AND

4
.

llurclua Graj

If

from $5.50 up to $17.50

Will lie Sucial Feature, With
Somctliliig to lilt.

FEW SCABIES

EXPECTED

4

2

Pena, cf
Hidalgo, rf
Pettus, c
Weeks, p
Perea, lb
Aland, as
Salazar, 3b
Gonzales. 2b

4

r

if

4 Safford, p
1

ttiitiHflsteesee4
J

FINDING

3
4

Chambers, c
Steveim, rf
Cornish, 2b
Daily,

I'hone 1029

K. P. H U.U Proprk-tor- .
Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
liu ldlngm.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings.
Repair of Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty,
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

SPECIAL

th

Dieki-rsun- ,

for your company during Fair Week, thit willbe'lutt
the article for you. Steel Couches and Davenports

Mr. MeCarty Will Iks There and Their

VERY

(jlraliiuu Docks Sadord
Insubordination.
and Weaver threw to the plate. Two
mure runs, enough to win Uh5 game,
went over the plate befoer the airship found anchorage.
bafford relieved Alien in the next
Inning and Allen and Hale went to
their accustomed positions. Both
teams were blanked the remainder of
the yamc.
The score:
Brow iw.
Players
AB H H I'O A
p
ss-4
1
2
0 0
Allen,
S
0
6
0
Weaver, 3b
6
1 Graham, lb
4
ATTORKEY
Hal. , cf

l

COPPER and THIRD

and Domestic

lr

If You Need an Extra Bed

El-ber- ta

.Mr. Frank Will Sing Selection From
"IJurgiiiator" New Bunch
of Comics.

y

1!

The Santa Fe railway company has
employed A. E. l'age, of Roswell, to
collect an exhibit for the International Exposition for Chaves county,
and Mr. Page has already begun the
work.
Among the latest contributions are
superb bunches of Thompson's seedless Muscat Hose,
Zlnfandel and
Flaming Tokay grapes from the vineyard of Chas deBremond; Flemish
Heauty and Dartlett pears and Jersey
peaches from the El Capltan orchard
of Robert Beers; the same orchard
also contributes fine samples of
and Cling Health peaches, and
a box each of Jonathan, Wlnesap,
White Bell. Arkansas Black, Ben
Davis and Blacktwlg apples; Geo. W.
Stevens, some very fine peaches. Contributions to this exhibit will bs
thankfully received and due credit
Riven at the office of Col. Page, Just
back of the Roswell Drug St Jewelry
Co., on Second street, and the long
experience of the colonel Is guaranty
that the various Items will be cared
for in the best manner both before
and during the big show. Ills work
13 one of patriotic
exploitation of th
valley and deserves every possible
encouragement.

CRYSTAL

AT

AT SKATING

the;
BANK COMMERCE

TO HAVE EXHIBIT

OF PYTHIANS TONIGHT

All Albuquerque can have an op
portunity until Wednesday nght 'O
view the Immense doings that took
place in tan Francisco when the
great American fleet gathered there
the big battleships, the crowds, the
maneuvers.
All this will be repre
sented In over a thousand feet of the
clearest, most faithful moving pictures ever shown and will be the
sight of a lifetime. The fleet will be
the feature picture, but not the whole
show, as It will be supplemented by
several other new ones, particularly
the funny one, "Get Me a Steplad- Twlxt Love and Duty" Is a
der.
new feature film. No raise in prlcos
will be made for the "Fleet at 'Fris
co." Ten cents for any seat in the
house will be the rule while pictures
hold the house.

INSPECTORS

COUNTY

QlKtR

PICTURES

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

First and Marqaette

Imported

M

PAGB FTTH. 1

1

CHAVES

SPEENDID BILL On

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkoie Roofing

I
I

time of game, 1
1, by Bafford S;
hours and 17 minute.
Captain Bert Qrahara said after the
game that he had repeatedly asked
afford to relieve Dally In the fifth
inning, and had kept the former
warmed up for the purpose, believing
growing
tli it Dally was gradually
weaker and sooner or later would bs
all In. Satford, Graham asserts, refused to go In, saying that Dally was
pitching winning ball and he did not
want to take his game away from
him. After he had asked Safford several times, and the latter refused, he
put Allen In.
Daily said after the game that he
felt strong enough and was willing 'o
keep on in the game when Graham
told him to go to the field and sent
Allen In to relieve him. Safford said
after the game that he did not want
to take the box while Dally was
pitching so well. He did not want to
take, the game away from him after
he had won it. He acknowledges
that Graham told him to pitch but
that he attempted to argufc the question with him. The sum total of the
trouble seems this: Safford was guilty
of Insubordination, and Graham was
too lenient In enforcing his ord rs
and was also guilty of showing bud
Judgment.
Judging
Mr. Tilton, the umpire,
from the way things appeared as seen
from the grand stand, made some
very erratic decisions. Several of the
Browns showed very poor headwork
In running bases. Dlckerson fished
veteran.
flies out of left field like
The Barelas Grays played heady basegame.
ball all through the
FLEET

K
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We make a specialty
in the line we carry,
and TURK SPICK is
one of our hobbies.
Give the order to one
of our order men, or
call us by

9 to

Hours

1

1

A.M.

Jl

HARNETT 1JLDO.

2 to 5 P. M.

7 to 8 P. M.

TELEPHONE

1079.
0X30X300K3OSK3XOKa

w--

--

twai-aoao

at' i isyjaTgojoiori

Convenience - Comfort - Security

PHONE 761
The telephone mskes the
duties lighter, the cares lens
and the worries fewer.

j

5 27
7 10
33
Ti.tals
iVore by Innings:
Grays
000 013 000 6
000 320 000 i
Browns
Summary: Bases on balls, off Dty
The reason we do so much IIOCGII '
2. off Weeks 2; hit by pitched ball. DRY work Is because we do It right
Weeks and Alarld; struck out, by and at tha price you cannot afford to
Werks 7. by Da'ly 2. by Saflord 2; have It done at home.
Innings pitched, by Dally 5, by Allen
IMPFJUAL LACNDRY.

The
telephone
preserves
your health, prolongs year Ufa
protects
and
four hasse.

C.& A. Coffee Co.
107

S2rdSt.

Phone

761)1

TOU NEED A. TELEPHONE IN TOl'R

7 HE
'' J.lTBKfft

a.kua

HOW1

COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
.
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ALLUQLrERgtT: CHILLS

MOXBAr, AUGUST SI,
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REPUBLICANS OF

M r.

FEEL

Let us present a few facts on the subject
of advertising for your consideration

HOPEFUL
Old Party Leaders
Look to the Upbuilding of
SI--.- .Ma Territory

Grand

ITjoen'.x, Aril., Aug. 31. A confer-sao- e
of the Republican leaders of
jr
was held in Phoenix
miifoii a,
for the purpose of formulating
plan for the territorial campaign
The conference began about 10
o'ciJt-- In the morning, and continued
il d.iy with the except. on of an hour
f it lunch.
Those taking part xre Gov. Kibbey,
.:t.jrniy General E. S. Clark, Lew W'.ll.ns, assistant secretary of the terroi-'- . who will spend the campaign
cioU in Cochtee county; lloval A
chairman of the central com
li.Uir; Secretary Kly, Geo. 11. Smal'
vt Globe, and, last, but not least,
Ralph 11. Cameron of Flagstaff, Ari
zona's next delegate to Congress,
lloval A. Smith arrived from Bl'
few, n'is home town, where he went
Jovmpdiately after the convention.
"When seen he declined to discuss the
jjolitic&l situation. "1 have not been
nt among the boys and can't say how
01KS nits going.'' he said. "Of
aanrae, I think Cameron Is going to
min and I am going to do all that I
can to make his election a certainty,
as a campaigner, and the people
mrt going to take to him."
Ouaeron comes from right among
I'u tiume people. After the conven- ttoa he went to Prescott, where he
a few days. From there be
.mat ongoto Coconino county. Tonight
:k will south, remaining at Tucson
; Strr a short time.
His further plana
Arpcnd a great deal upon the result
of today's conference. He L Just as
confident of beating Mark Smith as
. fee was the day he made his speech
of acceptance before the convention
which nominated him for the highest
fflce In the gift of the people of Ari- -

Good hecr tnipfit slmort
be considered a family tuple, to univnutly hat it
become recognized in

Sat-mnU-

The beverage for all seasons. Especially is "Blatz"
to those who need and desire its
health inspiring properties. The Blatz process of
"bringing out" the hop bitters gives to these beers its
wonderful tonic feature. The Malt is nourishing.

recommended

cans.

Before the conference met it was
Lew Collins to go to Bis-- free la.t night and remain In that section practically the remainder of the
npalgn.

the plan for
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by the postofflce. the Historical Society Mu.xeum, the Daughters of the
American (evolution, as an executive
residence by the governor and resilience of the territorial land commissioner who is custodian of the build-
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holi-sal- o

Ave.
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Next to having goods of meritito sell is the importance of letting the
public know that you have them. Here is where careful thought should
enter into the proposition. Much money is wasted by the thoughtless
choice of advertising mediums. In every city is the clever solicitor for
programs, calendars, handbills, and all sorts of schemes in which your ad
may look pretty, but where it is not read, and consequently b ;ngs no
returns. When you buy newspaper space you are sure that your advertise
merit will go into the homes of the subscribers and will be read by them
and, if you have what they want, they will come to your store and buy
The same good judgment should govern in your choice of newspapers.
We maintain that the evening paper is the better medium, because it goes
to the home at a time whenthe entire family has time to read it and plan
a shopping trip for next day

The Albuquerque Citizen

used for public worship. Built either
In 1598 or 1607. although tradition
places date at 1541. Destroyed In
16!)0. Rebuilt In 1710. Renovated in
Goes into the home in the evening and is read there where the whole famrecent years. In rear of auditorium
stands bell cast In Spain In fourteenth
ily has a chance to see it. A morning paper is often carried to the office
ing.
century.
Altar painting more than
by the man of the house, who does not have time to read the ads, but only
The Historical Society Museum In six hundred years old. Vespers SunOld Palace.
Open free to visitors, day evenings at 6 o'clock, attended
skims over the news headings.
from 10 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 p. m. by Christian Brothers and pupils of
on week days and 2 to 4 p. m. on adjoining Saint Michael's College. At
We have a large number of letters giving the opinions of big advertisSundays. Contains fine collection of other times admission 25 cents. Adjoining
cemetery
is the oldest
New Mexico antiquities
in the
ami the
ers who use evening papers almost exclusively. 3We will publish these
most complete library of books relat- southwest. Tradition has it that the
Vargas
lie under altar.
ing to the history of the southwest remains of De
letters from day to day. Their views are valuable.
Saint Michael's College On Colto be found In the United States outlege
street. Oldest school for higher
side of the Congressional Library.
education of boys west of Missouri.
New Mexican Publishing Com- Ben Hur Room In Old
Palace. Campus
Includes athletic grounds.
Here Lew Wallace, while governor of
pany Makes 'Million Copy
ROTHSCHILD A CO.
New Mexico completed Ben Hur. At Conducted by Christian Brothers.
JOS, HOME CO.
Old House On De Vargas street
Chicago.
present It Is part of executive home.
Pittsburg.
Miguel church.
opposite
evening
Edition for Santa Fe.
my
opinion
Tradiis
San
that
the
"It
ease
"In
(Soldiers' Monument In the Plaza. tion
of special sale to male
it that It was built by Pueblo
papers
thoroughly
more
has
in
read
are
them
effective, the newe must be pubErected by the territory. Much criti- Indians long before Spanish occupathe home and this is the aim or the
Confed-e'atelished In large space the afternoon
s
tion and was occupied by Onate In
A. SLATER,
The Citizen is In recipt of a copy cized because It refers to the
FRED
advertiser."
before."
GEORGE HAMMOND.
as Rebels.
1Ti98.
of the neat little booklet entitled
It has been continuously occuAdv. Mgr.
The Kearny Monument In the pied since but upper story was reAdv. Mgr.
"The Sights of Santa Fe," which the
New Mexican Publishing
company Plaza. Krected by the Daughters of moved In recent years while Interior
TIU3
CO.
BAILEY
'SIMPSON-CRAWFORRevolution.
CO.
has been frequently renovated. Withhas published and Is distributing the American
Cleveland.
Masonic Building nnd Hall On the out doubt the oldest continuously ocNew York City.
complimentary to the Capital City.
Eighty
means.
"Evening
by
all
"We consider the evening paper the
south side of the I'lazi. Oldest Ma
per cent of department store customBesides containing a panorama of sonic Lodge In t'ce southwest. Many cupied house In the United States.
best medium for department store
Guadalupe Church. On Gi'adalupe
the most interesting public buildings Interesting historic relics In lodge
ers are women. They read the evenadvertising."
a, B. PECK.
found in the capital. Illustrations of room. Kit Carson was a member of street. Over a century old. The altar
ing papers."
Adv. Mgr.
paintings and those In the sacristy
famous and ancient buildings, which this lodge.
J. S. M'CARRENS, Adv. Mgr.
are of especial interest.
make Santa Fe a mecca for tourists.
The Fonda At the southeast cor
THE BENNETT CO.
Fort Marcy Ruins of old fort
are also pictured.
THE FAIR"
ner of the Plaza. End of the historic erected on hill overlooking
Omaha.
Fe
Santa
Cincinnati.
The book Is a concise history of Santa Fe trail. Now Exchange hotel
"The evening paper is best! 8ure!"
229 feet above
from
north.
Elevation
"Best results from evening papers.
Santa Fe, the oldest city In the Unit
Federal Building Headquarters of Plaza. Commands fine view of city
WM. KLUNE. JrL. Adv. Mgr.
The only time I use a morning paper
ed States, telling
of tbu historic Federal Land office, Internal Reve- and
by
surroundings
admired
much
Is
Sunday, for Monday's buslneo. Balscenes that have occurred there and nue Service for New Mexico and Ari President Roosevelt upon
CALLENDER, M'AUSIiAJT ft TROTJP
his visit to
ance of the week the evening papers
Immediate vicinity. It is also a guide zona, Surveyor General, Weather Bu tanta Ke several years ago.
CO.
Good
my
to
do the work
entire satisfacbook to the visitor to Santa Fe. Near reau. Forest Supervisor
of Pecos, wagon road to the top.
Providence
W. H. SCHRADER.
tion."
ly a million copies have been clrculat. Jemez and Taos National forests, U.
"We oonslder the evening paper
Rosarlo Chapel and Cemetery
Adv. Mgr.
ed to date, according to report.
better as a general thing, for k
S. Attorney for the Pueblo Indians, Chapel was
built in commemoration
usually the home paper."
An excellent write up of the Santa and other federal officials.
of retaking of city from the Pueblos
WM. C. ELLIOT, Adv. Mgr.
LKASCRE BROS.
Kit Carson Monument In front of In 1692 by DeVargas. This Is the terFe New Mexican completes the book.
Erie,
This gives a complete account of the Federal building.
DeVargas procession
of
minal
the
"We consider the evening papers
Loretto Chapel On College street. held each year In June.
daily newspaper in Santa Fe which
WM. IIENGEKER CO.
best by all means, finding by inquiry
since Its inception In 1821 has been a One of the most perfect specimens of
Buffalo.
Cemetery Beautifully lo
National
that the people do not have time or
"We do most of our advertising in
constant booster for New Mexico, un- Gothic Architecture In America. Built cated commanding a fine view of city.
a
In
morning
time
to
take
the
look
the
evening
papers."
der Mexican and American govern- from design by French architects.
"Burial place of veterans of the Mex
paper through."
H. T. LEA3URBments. Colonel Max Frost first beDB F. PORTER, Adv. Mgr.
Square. ican. Civil and Indian wars. The only
On Cathedral
Cathedral
came Identified with the New Mexi OrigUial structure commenced
in National cemetery in New Mexico
can In 1874.
1680.
1612, destroyed
Modern and Arizona. Upon gravestones may
in
Among the many sights to be seen structure not complete. When com- be read the names of many warriors
In
or
neighbor
Fe
Santa
near
Its
at
plete to have twin steeples and to be famous In southwestern history.
hood are the following:
cruciform. Contains a number of
Saint Catherine's Indian School
care
The Plaza Under the
of the paintings by old masters. Reredo be- Opposite .National cemetery. Conby
Woman's Board of Trade.
Here hind altar was erected
Governor ducted by Sisters of the Holy SacraOnate camped and set up the banner del Valle and his wife In 1761. Fine ment. Indians from many tribes In
J. D. Eakln, President
of Spain In 1598. Here the Pueblos old paintings and rich vestments In attendance.
Cmaa. Mellnt, Beeretcry
A
G. Gloml, Vice President.
in the uprising of 1680 burned the rear of Cathedral. From here start
O. BaeheehL Treasurer.
United States Indian Industrial
archives and historical records of the annually the famous Corpus Christl Training School. South of the city.
province. Here De Vargas halted in and the historic De Varna. proces- One of the large
Federal Indian
triumph after taking the city from sions. In rear uf altar two Francis- schools of the United States with althe Pueblos In 1612. Here General can Friars, murdered by the Indians most 400 pupils, representing a score
Meceeaera te
Kearny planted the Stars and Stripes are buried. Under the altar are the of tribes.
M EX.1 VI
KARIN, and BACHECH1
GIOM1
in 1846. Most of the thrilling historSouth
remains of Archbishops Lamy Hour-gad- e
The Territorial Penitentiary
MM01g41.g DCALM IN
ical and gala events for the past
and Vicar General Enguillon.
of the city. Well worth half a day's
three hundred years have centered
The Garlta. On the hill below and visit.
here.
west of Fort Marcy. Ancient Spanish
Owned by
Falrvlew Cemetery.
The Old Palace Without doubt fortress along walls of which male- Kalrvlew Cemetery
but
the oldest governmental building In factors and traitors were executed. under care of Woman's Board of
W
ivrytblng In ttook to outfit Ibt
the United States. Date of construc- Adjoining old Spanish cemetery.
lron gates
Trade. Large wrought
most fastidious bar tomploto
tion variously set from 1598 to 1607.
The Capitol. Dedicated 1900 re- brought overland on Santa Fe trail in
Occupied as executive building by placing that destroyed by IncendiarHave been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. m.
In Ma1S54. for Masonic cemetery.
f'lillts W". I !( and St. Lonls A. It. C. Breweries: Ye4ktom
governors under the Spanish, the ies In 1893. All territorial offices and sonic plot are burled number of dis- The Southwest Should Make
. lL Mo Brayer's CVdar Brook. Lou I
River.
Own
Pueblo, the Mexican and American territorial library in building. Fine tinguished military offlceis and promT J
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous Hunter
to mentioa.
tfforl to Preserve
regime, now occupied as a residence view of the city and mountains from inent residents of the territory. Adfcy the present governor. George CurWE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
dome.
In Capitol park are to be joining Is Odd Fellows' cemetery.
Forests
ry. Ceded by the federal government found larger variety of trees than in
But sell the straight article s received from, t&e best Wineries
to the territory, the present owner, any other park In New Mexico.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Oall sad lnspeel
A COMMON FJUtOR.
but which has voted to recede It to
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prlee
San Miguel
Church On College
Aug.
31.
S.
Washington,
T.
Dana
List. Issued to dealers only
the federal government as a national street. Believed to be oldest church Tlie Same Mistake, la Made by Many
monument. It is at present occupied budding In the United States still
of the ofnee of Silvlcs, United States
Albuquerque tvopie.
Forest Service, has Just returned to
It's a common error
Washington
from
the southwest
To plaster the aching back.
To rub with llnlmenta rheumatic where he has been making a stu ly of
the natural productions of western
Joints,
Small Poy
When the trouble comes from the yellow pine, chiefly on the Prescott,
Coconino and Sltgreaves
National
kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure all kidney forests. Arisona. The study is one of
practical
importance,
much
since
Ills.
And are endorsed by Albuquerque yellow pine, which is by fjr the
region,
species
must important
of that
citizens.
A. Rellly, living at 513 W. Fruit has In many cases riot been reproducing
Itself satisfactorily after lumber-in- s
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M., says:
This Is partly due to tha trying
"For pain in the back or any trou climatic,
conditions, particularly of
bles which arise from Irregularity of
re-- si
the kidneys there is. In my opinion, no late Bprlng ana winter, which aremany
onsible for the death of
medicine equal to Doan's Kidney young
seedlings. Mr. Dana believes,
Pills. The va.ue of this remedy was
that in spite of this a very
first proven to me about a year ago however,
when they so quickly relieved me of good growth can be obtained In most
cases by a proper system f cutting
an attack of pain across my loin
Since then I have scarcely been with Hie original stands and disposing of
out them and they have never failed ilia brush, by regulating sheep gras-lnWE HAVE THE RIGHT DEAL F03 YOU
and by keeping out tires. The
to give the desired results. My ad
yellow
pine forests are one of the
vice to all complaining of backache
valuable assets or the soutnu,-- i'
or fault with the kidneys is to take most any
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND WHOLESALE PRICE
method which will eecui
Doan s Kidney Pills. They are what nil
they are recommended to be and a their perpetuation Is of vital Impornot only to the lumbermen,
trial Is all that is needed to prove tance
but to the people as a whole.
this."
2 J 4 North
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
NOTICE.
Co., Buffalo
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Second Sheet
The firm of Chauvln & Noneman,
New York, sole agents for the Unit
painters and decorators, at 114 South
States.
Remember the name Doan's and Third street, has dissolved partnership.
All bills against
the firm
35
take no other.
should be presented promptly for setyou
fall to receive The
tlement. Mr. Chauvln has bought the
Should
"Henry. we'v0 decided that It whs "a'y naUral for ynu to go tiu!ng
Evening Cltlsen, call up the 4) interest of Mr. Noneman and will
whip you and send you to bed supper "a a mean, contemptible thing to
telephone
Co.,
Telegraph
continue the business at the same adPostal
we told you not to, arid that it I' s I've brought you up a nice
dress, guaranteeing satisfaction to all
No. 31, and your paper will be
nipper and If you'll only forgive us Til let you g- fishing any time you 4 delivered by special messenger. 4 old and new customers.
want to hereafter."
CHAUVLN & NONEMAN.
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SWEETHEART

$8J)0
Woman Must Forfeit Hubjnd
;
fctojGet the Money
Says Will

j

Denver. Aug. 31. Mrs. Hattle L.
Miller, of Longmont, mU3t give up
ber husband In order to ret $8,009
"bequeathed her by an old sweetheart.
way. When Hattle
It happened thla country
lass, fifteen
was a
IyearsButler
ago, in Harris, Kan., John W.
Miller wooed her but her parents objected to the match.
Pour years passed. Toung Miller
nvent i Arisona to seek his fortune,
and Ml. a Butler came to Denver,
liere she met Charles O. Miller, who
by the way is no relation of John
Stiller, and six years ago they were
married, settling down at Longmont
In the meantime the disappointed
John learned to be a telegraph operator and last April in Tucson one
night a couple of bandits held up the
railway station where he was working
.and killed him.
The next day among his papers a
will was found and a 15,000 Insurance
policy. It cited that to his sweet-feear- t,
Hattle Butler, whom he had
aot heard from In eleven years, he
bequeathed his policy and $3,000 la
cauli In the bank providing she was
. not married
at the time of his death.
Should she have been so Inconsiderate
.
'to marry, to receive the money
he must Immediately secure a divorce and never marry again.
la the event that she failed to live
up to the conditions of the will the
?&,000 was bequeathed to her sister
and brother, Mrs. L. M. Schwarts
and John O. Butler, of Garnett, Kan-

-

YELLOW

PI

Consolidated Liquor Company

VALUABLE

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

ASSET

kp

i

IDEAL MOTHERS
According to the

sas.

have been to see an attorney,"
s.Uu Mrs. "Miller, "and I guess I'll get
some of the money, even If It does
jro ostensibly to my brother and sister. Of course, I could give up my
ounband, but I dnn't propose to do It
unless I have to. I used to like John,
fcvit I would have liked It better If
rie had not made his bequest so hart
"X

to collect"

Why Junics Ijbk Got Well.
Everybody In Zaneivllle, O., knows
"'Airs. Mary Lee of rural route . She
v. rites: "My husband.
James Lea,
firmly believes he owes his life to the
u of Dr. King's New Discovery. His
lungs were so severely affected that
consumption seemed Inevitable, when
Discovax friend recommended New
ery. We tried it, and Its use has restored him to perfect health." Dr.
King's New Discovery Is the king of
throat and lung remedies. For coughs
and colds It has no equal. The first
dose gives relief. Try It! Sold under
guarantee at a'l dealers. (0c and $1.00
Trial bottle free.
If jou want the best stockings or
' Hie market buy our Black Sat Style
Si tor boys and Style 10 for girls.
They re 25c a pair. We also have a
fcplenJia grade of the same make at
"Sc. Colors are absolutely fast. C.
May's shoe store. 314 Wet Central
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SALESMEN

WANTED

.6(4

PHYSICIANS

Navajo Blankets

3
.631
53
WANTED H'gh class salesmen for
.
DR. SOLOMOX U BDK'JUH
7
.496 WANTED Men to buy homes. Do It
New Era Safety Accounting System
Gold
216
Co.,
West
profesX
Porterfleld
now.
for banks, merchants and
.65 61 .470
Hoston . . . . .
Physician and Surgeosv
opportunity. On Fur nits re. Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wonderful
.419 WANTED Bright boy. 14 years old.
. 4g
sionals.
66
Washlngtton
A new shipment.
on
1616
Wabash
Co.,
Chattels,
also
Wagons and other
Motter
.330
77
Plow
. 38
New York ..
Highland office 10 Boat
wants to work for board and room
Fine patterns and
Ave., Chicago.
SALARIES AND WAREHOSB REStreet.
with privilege of attending school.
Phone 10 39.
3
high
as
as
Llnde-manWANTED Salesmen for guaranteed1 CEIPTS, as low as $10 and
National IiWguc.
Right prices at
Learnard
Reference.
Loans are quickly made and
Won. Lost. P. C.
used automobiles. All prices. Cars $300.
Clubs
DRS, Bl ION SOX
RROXgCn
Time: One month
.605
45
69
rebuilt and guaranteed like new by strictly private.
New York
a
wants
one
that
Some
WANTED
year
la
remain
given.
Goods
one
High
to
.603
commissions.
46
70
manufacturers.
Chicago
Homeopathic Physiciana aa.1
good home and has $300 to pay
Our rates are reas.695
Auto Clearing your possession.
47
69
Great opportunity.
Pittsburg
down. Porterfleld Co., 216 West
63
.531
60
House. 240 Michigan Ave., Chicago. onable. Call and see us before borPhiladelphia
The House Furnishers
Ores-- Tana's Drag atom.
Gold.
.496
59
58
Cincinnati
WANTED Representative. Ws want rowing.
122; Residence 11
Offlce
..
.487 WANTED Learnard St Llndemann's
20S W. Gold Avm.
67
60
Boston
a representative to handle Ford au- .. THE IIOTJSIIOtXD LOAN CO. all
cor-nnd
from
to
Steamship
.372
tickets
vi71
42
young
amateur
two
Albuquerque
Brooklyn
wants
In
band
and
tomobiles
parts of the world.
72
.368
42
players. Must furnish refercinity. Live hustler can easily clear
St. Louis
DENTISTS
Rooms, 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
State
refergood
season.
character.
with
to
as
In
$2,000
ences
Writs
Ave.
J
10
Railroad
Western League.
ocoooococxxxxxxxxyxsccvoaco
West
Albuquerque.
Company
A
L.
Motor
L..
once.
experience.
ences at
Ford
Won. Lost. P. C.
DR. J. K. KRAFT
PRIVATE OFFICES
Clubs
Dept. H, Detroit, Michigan.
FOR RENT 22 room toons
.680 WANTED A young man as clerk In
62
73
Omaha
Open Evenings.
cov-e- r
Ing house, new and modern;
Capable
to
Spanish.
salesman
WANTEL
speak
must
store,
general
.663
(5
71
Dental Surgery
Sioux City
will be ready about Sept. 2,
New Mexico and Arlsona with
Stats references, experience and salLincoln
1 store roosns,
RENT
FOR
with
High
commissions
staple
Cltlline.
cars
O.
Apply
P.
ary
wanted.
.608
Rooms 1 Mid s, Barnca
64
66
Denver
slse 15x50 rut good location.
$100 monthly advance Permanent
sen.
.460
67
67
Over O'RIelly's Dnut
Pueblo
FOR SAIiB Rooming taoase,
H. AGENTS WAKTED To sen guaran
man.
Jess
right
to
position
.361
Appointments snail e by
43
82
Dta Molina
18 rooms, doing good baslneast
Smith Co.. Detroit. Mich.
teed safety raaor; pruts 60c; big
Help
Phone 744.
centrally located; reasons for
profits; every man Who shaves buys
WANTED Salesmen for guaranteed
SUNDAY GAMES.
selling.
Co- - 2017
Supply
cars
Standard
and
prices,
one.
all
automobiles,
cloak
Experienced
used
EDMUND J. ALGER, D.
WANTED
FOR 8ALF Modern S room
Whitman St., Cincinnati, Ohie.
American League.
rsbutlt and guaranteed like new by
suit salesgirl. American girl who
brick, good location,
residence,
commissions,
high
E.
Fashion
II.
earn
manufacturers,
sex,
Offlc boors,
a. m. to 1S:M
At Detroit
can speak Spanish. Paris
WANTED Agents, either
ontrms or cash; $4,000.
8
8
great opportunity. Auto. Clearing
1:30 to a p. aa,
Co., 213 South Second street.
360 to 2100 per week selling ex
Detroit
Accident
and
Get
Travelers'
a
ChiAve.,
Michigan
8
1
240
pongee
House,
silk
aulsltely embroidered
Cleveland
AppotnUuenU made by asas
Health Policy. Money to Loan.
SEWERS Make sanitary belts
patterns.
cago.
patterns, drsss
Wlllet and Schmidt; LADYhome;
waist
Batteries:
m. l. scinrrT.
furnished; $16
8Cu West Central Avenue.
materials
at
drawn work waists. National Im
Khoades and N. Clarke.
Salesman, experienced In
tl Booth ftecond Street.
per hundred. Particulars stamped WANTED
nortlng Co.. Desk D, 199 Broadway.
any line to sell general trade in
961, Dearborn
Dept.
envelope.
LAWYERS
National League.
New York.
New Mexico. An unexcelled spe
Specialty Co.. Chicago.
R. H. S.
Commissions AGENTS wanted lor the most rapid
proposition.
At Cincinnati
cialty
3
R. W. D. BRYAX
fos
oa
l
Cincinnati
with $38.00 weekly, advance
seiiins household necessity
FOR RENT
6
0
3
expenses. The Continental Jewelry
Boston
earth. Every woman buys one on MORE BARGAINS IX H AX CUES.
Attorney at Law
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Batteries: Ewing and Schlel; Fer
sight Send 19 cents for sample
FOR RENT Some good 3, 4, 6 and WANTED Live, energetic men for
guson and Smith.
full Information to Sales Manand
216
Co.,
Porterfleld
Office First National Bank
6 room houses.
ager, 113 Brlnckerhoof Are , Utlca,
Fifteen acres ot very good land
exclusive territory agency of "InAlbuquerque, X. M.
West Gold.
R. II. B.
At Chicago
York.
Burner converts
New
Kerosene
dex"
Irrigation,
salles
north
foar
under
6
2
0 FOR RENT
Newly furnished rooms,
Chicago
19 days' credit
oil Into gas gives one Huncoal
AGENTS
HONEST
of town, weU fenced with barbed
1 6 0
New York
suitable for traveling or offlce men.
E. W. DOBSOX
dred csndlepower burns on manNew circular ready. Soaps selling
wire and cedar posts; 1750.04)
and Klin;
Pfelster
Batteries:
No sick. 607 8. Second street.
tle Instantaneous seller. Write at
better than stst. Wwlts. Parker
Crandall, McGinnlty and Bresnahan.
Attorney at Law
,
eesh.
once. Coast Lighting Company,
Chemical Co.. Chicago.
FOR RENT Large, cool, turnlahed
Way, Seattle.
2n
St.
Tesler
Second
N.
classified
612
rooms.
Inserts
WORD
R. H. E.
At St. Louis
tl.i: PER
Office, Cromwell Btocsv
First class all round
Rooms tor housekeep SALESMAN
2
0 FOR RENT
ads. In II leading paper In U. .
Brooklyn
Albuquerque, M. si.
rea
unoccupied
terriAdvertiscover
Rent
to
Central.
Dake
The
West
624
Bend
hustler
ing.
for list
0 8 I
St. Louis
retail
street,
to
staple
line
selling
rear.
Mala
tory
427
South
Agency,
Call
at
ing
sonable.
Mclntyre and Bergeit;
Batteries:
Fifty acres first class Irrigated
IRA M. BOND"
trade. Technical knowledge unLos Angeles.
FOR RENT Four well furnished
Lush and Moran.
ty,
land,
from
the
miles
right
three
to
range,
necessary.
gas
Permanent
rooms for housekeeping
UARRT your choice. Particular peoAttorney at Law
under high state of cultivation,
man. $30.00 weely. Expenses ad
Western League.
etnptrle Hints, pantry 2 closets, 8
ple, every where, introduced with-eSales
Jennings,
R.
H.
E.
R.
vanced.
City
South
Frank
824
At Sioux
fenwri with barbed wire and large
rockers, bath, etc. at
publicity; no fakes; details free.
Pensions, Land Patentsv
1
4
Manager, Chicago.
7
Sioux City
p.rtith street in Highlands. I have
Address, A. C, box 1121, Los
cednr post; price per acre, 875.00.
Caveats, Letter Patents,
1
8
6
Lincoln
no children; no sick.
Oal.
ONE exclusive agent for every town
Marks, Claims.
To
Freeman and Shea;
Batteries:
to take orders for
SOPA8TE
AO ENT8 Introduce
32 F Street, N. M Wastilagtoav
Bonno and Weigart.
suits fjr men and women; 1100
FOR SALE
Re
shops,
etc.
factories, railroad
monthly or more easily earned;
bout 100 acre of first ctaas
moves grease dirt quickly; Immense
THOS. K. D. MADDUOH
R. H. E.
newest
styles
At Denver
260
sample
W,
outfit
616
cheap
profits.
at
amaslng
Parker
sales:
FOR SALE Piano
Irrigated
land, located four miles
8
7
case.
carrying
Denver
handsome
woolens,
in
Chicago.
Co.,
Chemical
Atlantic.
Attorney at Law
18
6
north of town, 50 acres under
Pueblo
free of cost Opportunity to estabOfflce 117 West Gold Aveaaj
Batteries: Olmstead and Zalusky; FOR SALE Underwood typewriter
prosperous and growing busi(last year was planted
lish
cultivation
$35. Mlllett Studio.
MALE. HELP
Owens and Smith.
ness without Investment Pull InIn wheat), well fenced with' foar
R. H. E. FOR SALE; A fine Hardman piano,
JOHN W. WIXstOJL
Second game
structions with every outfit Apply
wires and cedar posts, main dltoh
A
7
4
5
tone.
new,
aa
beautiful
good
Denver
today. Th Eagls Tailoring Co., ASTHMA, hay fever sufferers, I have
Attorney at Law.
2
4
2
riuix through land, title perfect.
chance to possess an Instrument of
8
Pueblo
Dept. 2T.
Franklin St., Chifound a liquid that cure. If you
Bank Bldg. Albuquerawe, It MC
unexcelled make at Just half what
Batteries: Corbett and McDonough;
cago.
want free bottle send six cents In
Price for the whole tract, for a
On exhibit at Whit'
It la worth.
stamps for postage. Address T.
Jones and Smith.
short time only 88500.00. This
SALESMEN AND AGENTS t t I
(Referee In
son's Music Store. 124 South Sec
Oorham. Grand Rapids, Mich. 471 Is a snap for somebody.
per week and over can be
250.00
Office phone 1112. State
Albuquerque.
E.
H.
street,
R.
ond
Shepard Bldg.
At Des Moines
selling New Campaign Novmads
8
6
Omaha
Boys' Suits worth $3.00, for $1.49
elties from now until election. Sells WANTED Travsllug men and solici
1
7 10
Des Alolnes
ARCHITECT
School Shoes, best and strongest
tors calling on druggists, confectionto stores, county fairs, picnics and
Gonding; made. Regular
and
Hall
Shoes, for $1.49.
Batteries:
ers, etc., covering Albuquerque and
private families. Complete line of
T. W. SPENCER
Wltherup and Heckinger.
Norent and low expenaea make n
surrounding territory and states, to
samples, charges prepaid, for 60c.
R. H. E. possible for us to sell at lower prices
Second game
carry our celebrated line of chocO'
todsy. Chicago Novelty Co.,
X
ataxy
Order
Loans.
Reel
and
Estate
3 than any other place In town.
Arctaaeet.
0 5
Omaha
It
60 Wabash Are., Chicago.
lates on good commission basis,
W. Gold Ave.
Public
8
6
0 will pay you to walk out to $1$ West
Des Moines
Bowes Allegrettl, 2 River St. Chi
1321 Sooth Walter ST.
Sanders and Lt brand; Central.
eago.
and Rltter;
Batteries:
Rucker
Batteries:
Raymond and Morgan.
Nelson and Heckinger.
E. MAHARAM.
WANTED By Jobbing house, men to
sell rugs, linoleum, etc., on commis
INSURANCE
American Association,
League.
Western
sion. Men calling upon small trade
E
H.
R.
New
York
At
game,
Louis
At Louisville: Firat
T.
little
Comparatively
preferred.
1 9
R. H. E.
At Des Moines
B. A. SI T8TER.
ville 8, Columbus 1. Second game, Chicago
weight or bulk to sample. Care
8
0 3
I 2
Des Moines
New York
Louisville 8, Columbus 4.
REAL ESTATE, INSURANCE
room 1801, No. 108
"Linoleum."
6
2
Sullivan
and
White
Lincoln
Batteries:
i
game,
Milwau
At Milwaukee: First
Insurance, Real Estate
Fulton street. New York.
Batteries: Blesdorfer and Heckin
kee 10, Minneapolis 8. Second game, Chesbro and Klelnow.
PabU
E, ger; Hendricks ana jonnson.
H.
R.
game
Second
8.
Minneapolis
3,
Milwaukee
4
LOANS
2
AND
game
H.
R.
Second
New
York
4,
City
St
City:
AC
Kansas
At Kansas
Rooms 11 and 14,
1
6
10
Chicago
Des Moines
Albuquerque, N. 1C,
Paul 1.
bugcycle
and
or
MOTOR
horse
$210
4
7
Blair
Manning
and
Lincoln
Batteries:
Indlanap1,
At Toledo: i Toledo
Representative of New York Life
traveling,
gy
men
our
furnished
for
Heckinger;
and
Bomar
Sullivan.
Batteries:
and
Smith
oils 3.
A. EL WALK KH
Insurance Co.; The Fidelity &
besides $86 monthly and expenses,
Jones and Weigart
Casuality Co. of New York.
Partaking orders for portraits.
National League.
SATURDAY'S GAMES.
Fire insurance placed in the best
ticulars free with beautiful reproR. H. E
At Chicago
R. II. E
At Omaha
Secretary Mutaal BulldUse
Companies.
painting.
R.
AmerUnn League.
7
16x20
3
oil
duction
of
Chicago
4
4
Omaha
R. H. E. Now York
D. Martel, Dept. 476, Chicago.
5
At Washington
2
Cold
$$t
Offloi
209
Av:
6
2
Sioux City
117 West Central A
4
2
4
Washington
Batteeries: Brown and KHng; Mat
Ragan and Gonding; WANTED Ws want an agent fn
Batteries;
Pbont 00
3
5
2
Cleveland
every
county
our
or
town
to
sell
thevmon and Bresnahan.
Starr and Shea.
4
Batteries: Keely and Street;
Kerosene Mantis Gas Burners,
R. H. E.
Second game
and Bemis.
adaptable to most No. I or I collar
E.
1
8
H.
6
R.
Pittsburg
City
At
Sioux
R. H. E.
Second game
oil lamp, burns any grade kerosene.
3
8
6 10
1
lUUr Dresser aad Ctiiro adist.
Omaha
0 Plttburg
7
3
Washington
Light 100 candle power. Better and
0 6
Lebrand;
Philadelphia
Rhodes
and
Batteries:
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors
1
3
0
Cleveland
gas
Libelectricity.
cheaper
or
than
Maddox and Gibson McKay, Furchner and Henry.
Batteries:
the Alvarado and next door to
Batteries: Hughes and Street; War- Corrldon
eral commission, exclusive terriand Dooln.
Sturges' cafe, la prepared to give
609-6- 6
ner, Berger and N. Clarke.
avenue,
tory.
Chicago.
Fifth
E,
R. H.
R. H. E.
Second game
At Denver
thorough scalp treatment, do hair- B
3
6
1
9
Denver
dressing, treat corns, bunions aad la
R. H. E. Pittsburg
At Philadelphia
2
7
5
2 6
pueblo
growing nails.
She gives maa
LOST
FOUND
1 Philadelphia
0 6
Detroit
Leifield and Phelps
Adams and Zalu-sky- ;
Batteries:
Batteries:
treatment and manicuring.
4 10
lira
0
Philadelphia
Dooln.
Galgano and Smith.
LOST Saturday night between 1200 Bambini's own preparation of com
Donovan and Schmidt; Foxen, Richie and
Batteries:
up
plexlon
cream
and
builds
akin
the
street
and
South Edith
and Sixth
Coombs and Powers.
Amerii-oR. II.
At Cincinnati-Cincin- nati
Central avenue, a blue and pink Improves the complexion, and
R. H. E.
Second game
At Kansas City: Kansas City 4: St.
7 9
She
baby quilt. Reward If returned to guaranteed not to he Injurious.
Detroit
9
6
Paul 1.
also prepares hair tonic that cures
offlce.
Boston
Citizen
Philadelphia
and prevents dandruff and hair fall
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee 3, MinBatteries: Coakley, Campbell an
Batteries: Winter and Schmidt;
A Faithful Friend.
ing out; restores life to dead hair;
neapolis 2.
an
Iorn(T, Llndaman
Sthl.l;
Vickers and Schreck.
At Louisville: First game. LouisColic, removes moles, warts and superfluous
Chamberlain's
used
"I
have
n. H. E. llraham.
At Boston
.ville 3. Toledo 2. Second game,
For any blemish of the face
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy sines hair.
$
11 13
Boston
8, Totedo 0.
It was first introduced to the public call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
3
5 11
It. II. E.
At .t. Lou
St. Louis
In 1(72, and have never found one
At Indianapolis: Indianapolis 3, Co. 4 10
Batteries: Morgan and Donohue; Brooklyn . .
Want ads printed In Um ClUsen
instance where a cure was not speed
lumbus 0.
6
. 4
St. Lou's . .
Bailey, Howell, Crlas and Smith.
lly effected by Its use. I have been a wl'.l bring results.
commercial traveler
for eighteen
NO I K i : roil ITBLH' V riOV.
years, and never start out on a trip
at Santa Fe, N. M.. without this, my faithful friend," says
Lam! Ofd.-H. S. Nichols of Oakland. Ind. Ter.
AuKUst 2Stti. Ii08.
a man has used a remedy for
Resolved that all or d era
Notlee l hereby given that Leon When
thirty-fiv- e
years he knows Its value,
aaaallee of aay and all
ard Skinner, of San 1'e.lro. m. M., nan
aad for all purposes be aoade ewt
It la a very serious matter to ask
filed notice of hi Intention to make end Is competent to speak of It. For
ea the regular requisition b ah
support
hl m:. by all druggists.
yvur
of
proof
in
five
final
for
one
medicine
have
and
the
There are certain mineral medicines which will remove the external
F.ntry
No.
of the Irrlgatloa Congress prw-Homestead
claim,
viz:
wrong' one given you. For this
symptoms t.f Contagious Mood Poison, and
the disease up ia tl
1 !(".
vlded for that purpose, and saM
for the
Au if. 13
nr,9
main
reason we urge you In buying
system lor awhile, but when the treatment is left off tlie disease will surel
requisition most be signed
N
T
1 and 2. N'i
NK'i,
and
i
Lots
return. 1 hen the loathsome symptoms of ulcerated mouth and throat S'i S4 NE4.
to be careful to get the genuine
eaalraaaa of the audltlai ee p
copper-coloreVy
atttee,
spots, falling hair, 6ores and ulcers, etc., are usually worst
or la his abeenee
tfca
It N.. Hne and CURE the LUNGS
n 21, To.vn-hlacting caalrmaa; that all MHe
be
because the disease has made rapid progress on the internal members, an
E., and tliHt s.il.l proof will
BLack-draug- ht
asast
be piopssty
Incurred
weakened the constitution and general health ol the sutlerer.
t. b. b
male before A. E. Walker at
16th,
voucher ed before payment aad
on October
X M
w,th
' the only remedy that can be used with perfect safety in the treatment ;;f
Liver
Medicine
any
meeting of ta
audited at
Contagious Mood Poison, and with the assurance that a lasting cure vi:l 1908.
auditing com ml ties,
by the
The reputation of this old, reJis
He nanus the following witnesses
rtfcult.
This medicine, made entirely of roots and herbs of recojnii
up
Inble medicine, for constipation,
chairman of said committee, c
curative and tonic value, antidotes and destroys the powerful virus of t! to prove his continuous residence vis:
by
digestion and liver trouble, 9 firmla his abeaace
ths ecttaf
disease, and by purifying the blood of every p.irtuie of the poison ami on, and cultivation "I the land,
ly established. It does not Imitato
chairman.
Gutierrez, of San Pedro. N.
PBICK
ttuichinu and strenthtniiiir the circulation, removes every feypmplo.n ot M Juan
A,
sn
ma
flft
U
It
other
msdicinet.
better than
PEROT! OLD SPITE.
Fi anclnco Montez, of Pan Pedro,
VII
Trial Bottl free
tiie trouble. S. S. M. does not hide or cover ui the disease in any vvjv, la
OLDS
others, or it would not be the faCaalrusatffc
tiimora, of Son Pedro.
X M ; Juan
AND
UNO
THROAT
AND
TROUBLES.
t
powder,
vorite
All
M ACPHBRacnv;
liver
a
with
larger
tlmis it tutiuly out from the blood, having tut the slighter; tiait
D.
X. M : Joye M. Skinner, of Albuquer
f .:' .ire oul'o.t.l..,.
sale
than
all
others
combined.
Home treatment lxk with v.i.uuL'.e information ,u
OEOROB AR.VOT.
que, N. M.
GUARANTEED SATISFAOXOlik
SOLD IM TOWN
nodical advice desired sent free to all who write.
K
MANUEL It. OTEKO,
OB MONEY IJUNDEXX
Register.
TEC SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. CA.

MONEY to LOAN

n.

Ttoe Ok torn la a
home paper. It la either

Bwgi

ry earrle

M
rrtod
by the business
hom
whew his dey'a work
ta Ve aad It STATS
THERE. A morning paper to usually carried
dowa tow by the bead
o the family and bar
rtedly read.
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i THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

HOW THEY STAND.
Clubs- -

delivered

f Tf fff f f f Fa,lpI
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r.ion setjck

to

Davis &Zearing

........
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imummiiiiiiiiini

et

Miscellaneous

I

Female

to not read
but thorough-tr. aa that all adv
seat receive tbetr
of attention. It
Hula
the store aewa
ahead, giving the prospective parcbaser time to
plan a shopping tour for
the next mtrnlng.

The Cttiae
haa-rtedl-y,

T
Wise advertisers patronise The Citizen because
they know their adver-

,

tisements are seen and
read at the homes la the
evening, and If they are
offering something worthy
of attention, their ad has
accomplMied It mission.

ut

a,

made-to-measur-

I

212-21-

The Cltlsen has
given premiums to sab
crlbers, but to ubecrtbed
to and paid for oa Its
aews merits, showing
that Its subscribers nave
money with whlcb to bay
what they want front
legitimate merchi nta.
These are Uie people
The OKI sen In rites to
your store.

A. MONTOYA

$2-2- 3

lit

L.

z
employs a
The
man whose busmetsi It la
to look after your advertising wants, lie will
write your copy If you
wish. If not, he will sea
that your ads are "set
up" to look their beet
aad be will attend to
them from dsy to day.
Cltlaem

FOLDS

EMS

....

.

1

!

1

Falk-enbu-

rg

op-po- slt

E

and

Are you advertising In
The ClUaenf Tour competitors are, and are
profiting by It. Do yoa
think conservative boat-nemen are spending
money wliere they are
nirt getting results? Get
in the swim and watch
your bustncMS grow.
as

N
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MAKES
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Very Serious
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MONDAY,

DO YOUR ZYES TROUBLE TOUT

Our Vast Experience in the
Optical Profession
Assures you absolute comfort in Glasses Oroiuid and Fitted by us
BE8BER OPTICAL CO., tXCLUSIVE
OPflCIANS
110 South Second Street.
Established 1901

Special Offering: of School Shoes

Lense Grinding Done on the Premises

Our Shoes for Doys and Girls wear because only
the strongest leatjher is used in thoir manufacture and they are sewed together to stay sewed.
We will stitch up free of charge any pair that
"should happen to rip. At the same time they
look "dressy and fit perfectly. Made in all the
popular leathers: Vici Kid,' Box Calf, Kangaroo or Patent Colt, Lace or Button.

FOR GIRLS
8i to 11

11 'j"

$1.00 $1.85,

$125-52,2-

to

PERSONAL.

$1,75-52,5-

0

FOR BOYS
8

to

SI.I5-S2.00-

W j to 2

13

,

Sl.50-S2.5- 0

"Summer Millinery
When we tell you that this announcement means
Stylishly Trimmed Hats as low as 7 cents and
$1.00, you should make a bee line for our store
and save half on your purchase.
OUR

will-ent-

Miss Lutz

208 South Second Street
wm

THIS GIRL
has a chance to be clean.

HAS YOURS?
(

J. L. BELL GO.

PI

115-11-

S. FIRST

7

STREET

west-boun-

Whitney Company

WholesaleHardware
Stoves,

Tinare,

Enameled Ironware, Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,

Fittings, Belting,
WAGONS,

Mine and Mill

IMPLEMENTS

AND

Supplies, etc.

FARM

MACHINERY

MAIL ORDCR8 SOLICITED - AL8UQUERQU C, M. M.

W.

J. PATTERSON

LIVERY AND BOARDING
311-31-

STABLE

Wttt Sllvr Avtau

A lbuqurqu0, N. M.

TKLEPHONB B7

Boys9 School

SHOES

,i

CHAFING DISHES
Just received a lare shipment. Haven't room for them,
and are making special low prices this week to move them

The Diamond

Palace

OUR

MESSENGER

ALL SIZES $1.75 AND $2 50

Stetson Shoes for Men

$6.00 and $6.50

Cent,al Ave
Albuquerque

ETXPPJ'TT
I
1

1

Your Opportunity
to buy Summer MiUenery at a very low price
is no v.
We Live a limited number of very
pretty Trimmed and Pattern Hats which we
are closing out this week. Our Hats carry
of beiny correct.
with them the

MISS C. P. CRANE
MILLINERY

122 S. Second

119 W.

Cold

Knox

COR. CENTRAL

and

11KT1I

1MIONE,

944

JOJUCXXA XJCAA.XXX

x.

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery

....CALL

4

MUXBS LAUNDRY CO.
WHITE WAGONS

Hats

Hats-Stet- son

Have been on the market for half a century and are
fully guaranteed.
Prices within the reach of all.

$3.00, $4.00 and $5.00
Shoes--Dougl-

Shoes

as

The old reliable in their respective classes every
pair replaced free of chirge if they fail to satisfy.

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

i

I
"

j

B. H. Briggs & Co.

SKINNER'S DRUGGISTS
GROCERY

ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

Gre?n

STRONG'S BOOK STORE.
Phone 1104.
Next Door to P.

Beam

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

10c Pound
O.

Occidental Building

Eastern Sweet Potatoes

Bring Us Your Prescription

3 lbs. for 25c.
STEALING

WITH

MULES

Wanted by Police and Slierlff Preliminary Hearing Before Judge
McClellun.
To be arrested upon a grand larceny charge, and then to be informed
that the county authorities had a
warrant for his apprehension, was the
predicament that George Peel, a cowboy, found himself ln last night.
C. W. Hunter, the local stable man,
complained yesterday that Peel had
taken a pair of mules and a box ve
hicle belonging to him and disposed
of them to unknown persons. A war
rant was sworn out for Peel's arrest
this morning by W. W. MicClellan,
justice of the peace.
Whan arraigned Peel pleaded not
guilty and his case was continued
until 3 p. m. to enable him to secure
an attorney and witnesses. It Is not
known just what the other charge U
against Peel, but it Is of over a year's
standing. Chief McMillen made the

ALL THE FINEST
NATIVE FRUITS

SKINNER'Sf Vann Drug Co
205 South First Street
X

Standard
Plumbing and
Heating Co.

412 West Central Ave.
PHONE

arrest

61

Rio Grtuule Valley Laud

W. W. McClellan acted as police
judge today while George R. Craig Is
taking a day's rest.

coifax

Finest Ice Cream
and Coldest Soda
in the City

Oranges
Bananas
Black. and White Grapes

Cto.

JOHN BORRADAILE

mm

Real EHtate and InroriwnU
CXS YOU IMPROVE IT?
We have tried, are trying, to Im
Oolleect Rents of City Realty
prove the quality of our bread and Office, Corner Third and Gold At
COMPLETOE rolls not
that we are ashamed of It. Phone S4S
Albuquerque, K. at
but that we want to make it even
better than It Is. That's why It's as
Curloud-- s of Kxh'bits
Will good as It la. When It's better U
THIRD STREET
From llio Banner County
ever It can be It won't be higher In
of North.
price and you will get the benefit.

mm

SixU-4-1-

CViino

Meat Market

Colfax county will probably be tho
only county in New .Mexico that will
AU Kinds of Freeh end
Salt Meaa.
nave lis eaauuus 10 iuu iriiiiLiun
Steam Sausage Factory.
congress housed U an Individual
EMJJj
KLEIVWORT
207 South First
bu.lj ng. Arrangements hJm bO'-Masonic IluUillng, Norm Third
completed for tho displays of crops
and oth r products of tlxal couniy.
Don'n
W. L. Trim bio had received the con
tract fur hauling tho exhibits lo the 4LBUQUEBQUE PLANING MILl
fair grounds from tho cars. Sixteen
freight cars all luaded to the top THE OLDEST MILL IN THE C1T1
BOARD
with exhibits will bring the exhibits
When In nerd of sash, door, frame,
front the northern cuunly, which )s etc tkTeen work a Hpecialty.
4M
after prizes as well as honors.
Hon til first street. Telephone 41.
$4.00 a Week Up
The Colfax county building is il
moat completed and will be one of
$5.00 REWARD.
MRS. M. E. NORRIS
the most pretentious buildings on the
exposi tion grounds.
110 East Coal Avenue
Five dollars reward will be pa'd for
COM.I0GK UASKBArXi
information loading to the apprehenTin:
sion of Al. Cornelius or Cornellnsen,
A purse of $100 has been offered age about 2 5. height 6 feet, weight
by the management of the exposition 145; blue eyes, light hair, smooth
for the fastest college baseball team face, qu te badly blotched and plni-ple- d.
RAMBROOK BROS.
from New Mexico. The winner will
When last seen at 4 p. m.,
119 John SL
be decided at a special tournament August 27, had on black suit, black Phone 598.
turnouts. Beet drlrera
held during the week. Among the In derby hat and blue calico shirt.
In the city. Proprietors of Sadie,"
stltutlons which will probably com- Trainmen take notice.
the plclnc wagon.
pete are: The New Mexico Military
J. A. WOOD, Hotel Denver.
Institute, New Mexico School of
Albuquerque, N. M.
Mines, the normal schools and the
She Ukea Good TTtfnx.
A. and M. college.
THORNTON THE CLEANER
Mrs. Chas. E. Bmith or West
good
Franklin. Maine, says: "I like
CTTIZKV HOYS WOV
Dr. King's
The Citizen Juniors Saturday after things and have adapted
Cleans any and everything and doss
noon defeated the Second Ward New Life PlUs as our family laxative It right The best In the southwest
School team by a score of 14 to 11 medicine, because they ars good and All he asks U a trial. Clothes clean,
their work without making a fuss repaired and pressed. Just call
Ine game was played on the vacant do
These painless purifiers
lot Just north of the Alvarado hotel. about It dealers,
10.
Works, U1 8. Waiter.
tic.
In the seventh inning the school team sold at all
408
Avon
Witt Rath
grew angry and forfeited the game
The Increasing gales of our Black
to the young scribes. Bruno acted
prove their superiority,
as umpire. The batteries for the two Cat stockings
other brsna on the mar- teams were: Citizen. K'eke and Me over every
absolute satisfaction
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO
Cnffery: Second Warts, Hartllne and ket. They give
are
wear,
they
they
fit
and
because
Cubbey.
fast colored. All slies for men, women
LIVrHY. SALE. FEED .i"D
children. Prices range from 1IH
and
I make a specialty of Jobbing la cents fur plain stockings to (0 cents
TRANSFER STABLE.
I rick work or plastering.
It. AngHo for lace hose. C. May's Shoe Store,
Cartlette, brick mason and plasteis-- r,
314 West Central avenue.
Horses and Males Baugbt sia B
l'lione Mil.
cuanged.
Our shirt and collar work is perThe rapid Increase ln our bustnpM fect. Our "DOMESTIC FIN'LSII t BEST TOURVOUT8 IN THB CTt
I
due to good work and fair treat- - the proper thing. We lead others
Second Bret between CentrU aa
llubbe Lun follow.
j iiient of our patrons,
Copper Avenue.
,
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO,
dry.

Pioneer Bakery,
St
Forget The

itn

fair

Good
ROOM and

Highland Livery

od

PARLORS

AND DRESSMAKING

COOUtOOLCOJCXXJCXXXJC

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Make the Standard High Grade Clothing of the
United States Our fall lines are arriving and are
being placed on sale.

SIMON STERN

es

'

THE STRONGEST SHOE FOR
BOYS ON THE JMARKET; IS

Hart Schaffner & Marx

Sup-

Every school child this
year who buys School
Books and School Sup-pilfrom us, will get a
handsom Pocket Webor
ster's Dictionary;
Scholars Companion
FREE. More than that,
we sell you the celebrated Indian Chief Tablet for 6 c. The largest
Pencil Tablet sold for a
nlckle.

er

'

Let us Figure on Putting in That
Plumbing Work.

FIRST CONSIDERATION in offering
merchandise to our patrons is quality. We
therefore confine ourselves to the leading lines of tha
country lines which are tine-trie- d
and worthy. j

Hanan

With Scliool Books and Scliool
plies.

j

WELL

WEAR

WELL AND

LOOK

HATS

QUR

FREE!

-

Sale

Clearing-Ou- t

J. A. Reynolds, the Harvey news
representative who was Injured In the
wreck at Manila, Arix., some time
oko, has returnej from Portland, Or.
Insure In the Occidental Life.
Kalph
Is In the city for a
Fresh shipment Concord grapes aV rew days Johnson
on a visit at the home of his
San Jose Market.
f;ither. W. P. Johnson, president of
Miss Clara Mueher' has returned tue American Lumber company.
from her summer's vacation at Clovis,
Mrs. J. H. Wroth
has reurned
N. M.
home after several weeks' visit wJth
Mrs. L. B. Putney
left Saturday telatives In Los Angeles, and other
evening lor cnicago, III., for a visit
resorts along the coast.
10 inenus.
Patrick Walsh of Topeka. connect
L. B. Hine of this city has been (aped with the Santa Fe hs general
pointed special agent for the Santa baggage 'agent, arrived In the city
Fe at Isleta.
from Kl Paso yesterday on business.
The walk about the depot and the
Frank Trotter has moved his gro-ceWells Fargo offices Is being repaired
store to the next store east, 116
for the festivities.
Gold avenue, where he la now preFrank L. Myers, superintendent of pared to receive old and new customtile Klo firarhle division of the Santa ers.
is here today.
Frank Scottl, engineer of the MexMrs. H. O. Uursuru and children of ican Central ralroad, Is In the city
S'.corro are spending a few weeks at visiting his mother,
sisters and
j brother,
l ie Faynood- Hot springs.
and wlil remain here about
.Mrs. Thomas Hukiiis returned
to three weeks,
Lieut, and Mrs. Raw son Warren,
Fe this morning ufter a short!
formerly Miss Nina Otero of Santa
visit In this city.
Louis MahJii of North Second street Fe' were ln tl1e cltv yesterday from
ixnects to leave twiiiirl.t for Alamo- - Fort Wingate on a visit to friends and
relatives.
brdo to attend school.
F. IS. Wood. connected with the
Fresh home dressed spring chick
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' Miss. Jessie McDonald,
a former
W. 1). McFerran accompanied
resilient of Albuquerque, is In the by Mrs.
her children, has returned to her
city on a short visit to her friends.
home on West (Sold avenue, after a
Hugh Waters, rece:itiy of New York several weeks visit to friends ln KanCity, has accepted a position with the sas and Illinois.
Borders' undertaking establishment.
K W, Fveritt of Topeka, connected
Fred Nichols of the First National with the Santa Fe electrical departbank has returned from a few weeks' ment, has returned to his home after
visit to friends and relatives In New an extended visit to friends in the
York.
city.
Hear the bent mn.s'cul entertain- Mrs. J. E. Chaves of New York City
nioiit of the season at Congregational accompanied by her sister, Miss Edna
cliurvli, Tuesday night; Admission 50 Burger of Belen, N. M., is a guest at
j
cents.
the Alvarado hotel and will remain
C. S. Kelllson, traveling salesman ' this city for the next few days,
for the Spalding Sporting Goods com- Attorney and Mrs. Geo. S. Kloek
pany of Chicago, Is ln the city calling are ln Santa' Fe for a few days. Mr.
on iraue.
Klock will attend the meeting of the
association,
and
Miss J. E. Paynter, the milliner. New Mexico Bar
has returned from a week's tour ln Mrs. Klock Is sightseeing and vlsit-th- e
east on an extensive purchasing ln8.
I
trip.
Mrs. Sam Shuts of El Paso, Texas,
Mrs. W. W. Strong after spending' Is a visitor Jn the city, the guest of
several weeks with Denver friends, her sister, Mrs. Berthold Spitz, of 620
has returned to hec home on Park West Copper avenue. After a few
avenue.
weeks In this city she will return to
Charles Ware, superintendent of the her home in El Paso.
Five cars of mining machinery to
Union Pacific, who was 'here last
week, has returned homewards, via be used at the new
Federal Smelting and Mining comSanta Fe.
pany smelter at Socorro passed
Burt Garnet, formerly an Albuquerd
que reporter, is now publicity man- through the city today on a
freight from Chicago.
ager for William Jewell college of
Mrs. A. M. Clinton, who Has been
Liberty, Mo.
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amining agricultural claims In the of Mrs. and Mrs. C. E. Vaughn, of
Manzano national forests, has return, South Arno street, has returned to
Black Rock. N. M., to resume her
ed to the city.
work in the government
Indian
attorney
Medler,
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E.
at law, left school
tit that place.
evening
last
for Santa Fe to attend
A. J. Little of Denver, agency dl
the meeting of the New Mexico Bar
rector for the Michigan State Life
association.
Will Hartley, machinist In the local Insurance company, and who form
Santa Fe shops, has returned from a erly maintained headquarters ln Al
comfew weeks' vacation spent In Los An- buquerque. Is in Albuquerque
pleting 'arrangements
for opening
geles and vicinity.
headquarters for his company ln this
K. J. Gibson, superintendent of the city,
Albuquerque division, and Mrs. GibAlthough a slight change has taken
son, who were here Saturday, have re.
place In the ranks of the Browns'
turned to Los Angeles.
Hnnnhnll iinm nn rhanrA In th ar- W B. Walton of the Democratic rangements for their dance has been
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territorial executive committee, arrlv- - ..i
i,o
4nv...i.
viaiiLii nil, b&nw
ed yesterday from Silver City, to con- - I luaua, on iiiii annual
ven!nr and
Monav
fer with local politicians.
will be one of the best ever attemptMiss Mabel Campbell, who has been ed. A large crowd Is anticipated and
spending the summer months at re- the proceeds will go toward the hir
sorts along the Pacific coast, has re- - ing of players for tho tournament
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turned to the city and has resumed
her position as teacher Jn the city

here this fall. Good music will be
provided and a general good time will
b. n enjoyed by all attending.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Nullng of
Pants Fe, who have been spending
the summer at resort along the Pacific coast, have returned
to their
home. They were accompanied by
Mrs. W. H. Hahn. mother of Mrs.
Nuding and daughter, of this city,
who were also guests at the resorts ln
California.
C. NuIIer. chief electrician for the
Santa Fe system. Is In the city overseeing the company's electrical work,
which Is being Installed for the Irrigation congress week under the supervision of Charles Tucker of Topeka.
Mr. Nuller comes direct from his
headquarters In Topeka. Kansas, and
will remain ln the city for a few days.
If anyone knows the native town
of J. II. (Harry) Ptlne, who was a
newspaper man In Albuquerque twenty years or more ago, they will confer a great favor upon his widow by
communicating their knowledge to
The Citizen office. Mr. Stlne formerly lived In Pennsylvania but his widow does not know what town,-- She
Is anxious to secure the Information
for business reasons.
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